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Abstract	
This study focuses on the village of Los Tumbos. It is located in a mountainous area of Cuba, far 
from the closest electric grid. The village consists of a few public buildings and around 80 
households. The public buildings and ten of the households are located in a small center that lies 
close to a river. The villagers today use a few solar cells in order to electrify some important 
public buildings and there is also an old hydropower plant which does not work at present. The 
access to wind and biomass is very low, which makes the use of techniques involving these 
unsuitable for electricity production. The options that will be used to electrify the dispersed 
households are solar cells. Combined with battery storage these works well, constantly able to 
deliver the electricity demand. They can also be used separately without connection the each 
other, which eliminate the need to create a local grid. For the center of the village the location 
close to the river implies that the use of hydropower is a suitable option in order to power its 
buildings. Solar water heaters can also be used in order to give access to hot water and further 
increase the life standards of the villagers. 

The model calculates the electricity demand in the village and estimates the sizes of the 
production facilities needed to meet the demand on the grid. In the model the load curves both 
for the dispersed households and the center of the village will be calculated. By using these results 
the number of batteries and solar cell modules for the dispersed households can be calculated. 
For the center of the village the possible output from the hydropower plant can be calculated and 
the number of collectors needed in the solar water heater system could also be estimated.  

From the model three different load curves were examined showing the peak-demand and the 
daily average energy consumption for the demand levels. For each of the different levels the size 
of the energy conversion facilities were estimated showing the number of solar cells, batteries and 
solar water heater collectors needed for the different levels. Any unambiguous result about a 
suitable demand level and by that the number of solar cells, collectors and batteries for Los 
Tumbos cannot be selected without a complementary study of the economics available. This is 
since the economics is a very important factor in the decision. The output from the hydropower 
plant is not dependent on the demand levels and it is capable of delivering a maximal power of 
2616 W and an average daily electrical consumption of 62,8 kWh per day. This result is very 
dependent on water flow and the available head and since the records were bad it needs to be 
reevaluated using records of the water flow from a longer time period, and an onsite 
measurement of the water head.   
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1 Introduction	
 
Energy is today used in many different applications such as residential and transport etc. Energy 
is bound in almost everything and is consumed both as chemical energy in food and as electricity 
for numerous different applications. Globally the energy situation has been a central question for 
a long time and now the debate is stronger than ever. This is generating the economics needed to 
implement renewable sources of energy with the aim of replacing fossil fuels which represent a 
decreasing energy resource. An important aspect in the debate today is how the immense need of 
oil can be decreased while maintaining the level of wealth that currently exist. In order to do so it 
is crucial that the research of renewable sources of energy continues to develop, otherwise a 
sustainable future feels distant. It is also very important to ensure that everyone gets access to 
electricity in order to eliminate poverty and raise the standards of living in rural areas around the 
globe. In order to reach both previously mentioned goals, renewable energy resources must be 
part of the solution.  

This study focuses on the rural, non-electrified parts of the world and the object is the village of 
Los Tumbos in Cuba. Cuba is a country which already has started a vast effort to implement 
sustainable techniques in order to end its historically high oil dependency. Therefore Cuba has a 
strong governmental support with regards to energy questions. The village of Los Tumbos is 
located in an off-grid location and since an extension of the grid is very expensive, the 
possibilities of using local techniques in order to electrify the village need to be evaluated. The 
objective of the study is to estimate the need of electricity for the village by using surveys and 
existing energy standards in Cuba. The potential and costs of implementing local small-scale 
techniques will then be examined. This is a prestudy to an investment in order to electrify the 
village. 
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2 Objectives	

2.1 Problem	formulation	

The main problem for the village Los Tumbos is its location; the distance to the closest grid is 5 
km. It is also located in a valley surrounded with mountains. This makes it very expensive to 
connect the village to the grid. Today the village has a small amount of electricity in some 
important buildings, but most of the electricity is generated from fossil fuels in diesel generators. 
Now the people in the village want the electricity to be spread to all the households, and they 
want it to be done with sustainable techniques.  

2.2 Aim	of	study	

The report should suggest a renewable source of energy, possibly combined with a conventional 
technique that could electrify the village of Los Tumbos. The result should take the available 
economic resources and the will of the villagers into consideration. To achieve this, a study of 
literature is necessary to investigate how different energy techniques work, and which suits Los 
Tumbos. It is also necessary to get more information about the village in order to make a correct 
conclusion. More specifically the expected results of the study are: 

 A model that displays the average energy demand of electricity in the village as well as the 
peak-demands for the buildings in Los Tumbos. This model should include the most 
important buildings that are present in Los Tumbos. 

 An investigation of different levels of electrification by setting up demand levels that 
depends on different scenarios on development of the life standard in the village. 

 A decision of which energy sources and techniques that best will suite the energy 
conversion and electricity generation in the village of Los Tumbos. The energy sources 
should have the ability of having a continuous energy conversion capacity throughout the 
year.  

 An estimation of the size of the facilities needed to supply the village with the electrical 
energy consumptions of the different demand levels. 
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3 Literature	study	

3.1 Cuba's	history	in	a	energy	perspective	

Cuba's energy system is very influenced by the politics of the country and the difficulties the 
society has been going through. Before the Cuban revolution of 1959, the electric grid was, for 
the time, relatively well developed and comparatively reliable. The rest of Cuban energy history 
can be divided into three periods. The first period corresponds to the time after the revolution to 
the fall of the Soviet Union, 1959-1989. The second period, from 1990 to 1997, is called the 
Special Period in Cuba. The last period stretches from 1997 until today and includes the ongoing 
development (Cereijo, 2010).  

After the revolution, USA imposed a blockade on Cuba. The reason for the blockade was the 
Cuban government’s confiscation of large numbers of private businesses and big land areas from 
private owners, many of which were American citizens. After the introduction of the blockade, 
Cuba had to search for allies in other parts of the world which resulted in an alliance with the 
former Soviet Union. The agreement between the countries was that Cuba would export all its 
sugar to the Soviet Union and in return they would get oil, money and weapons (Gustafsson, 
2011). It was also during this period, which lasted until the fall of the Soviet Union that the 
Soviet Union set up their famous rocket base in Cuba. This base almost caused an atomic world 
war with all its consequences, more of which one can read in history books (Gustafsson, 2011). 
However, the cooperation with the Soviet Union also gave Cuba access to modern technology. 
Under this period, a majority of the old energy systems were upgraded or replaced with Soviet 
techniques. As seen in  

Figure 1 the power capacity was greatly developed during this period. During this time, Cuba 
invested heavily in its sugar production, which also used much of the country’s energy. In the end 
of this period Cuba had even begun building two nuclear power stations. The building of these 
started in 1983 and 1985. However, this was never to be finished. During the end of this period, 
in 1989, oil imports from the Soviet Union contributed to 85% of Cuba’s oil consumption 
(Cereijo, 2010). 

 

Figure 1: Cuba's power output capacity in MW through history (Benjamin-Alvarado, 2010). 
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In 1989 the support from the Soviet bloc stopped flowing in due to the fall of the Berlin wall and 
the pending end of the Soviet Union. For a country like Cuba, with an economic blockade and 
with all its production concentrated in the sugar industry, this was a disaster. The electricity 
generation was dependent on oil from the Soviet Union (Gustafsson, 2011). During this period, 
the amount of imported oil for power production decreased by 41% compared to 1989. This 
resulted in a reduction in the electrical supply from the power plants (Cereijo, 2010). All power 
production facilities were also dependent on techniques and spare parts from countries that no 
longer existed by the beginning of the 90's. Cuba’s agricultural sectors also hit hard due to the 
absence of fuel, fertilizers, pesticides and spare parts to the existing machinery (Maal-Bared, 
2006). This and the lack of oil caused the Cuban economy to fall into a great depression and 
people did not even have enough food to eat. In order to try to overcome the problems caused 
by the lack of imported oil, the country started to use domestic oil in its power plants. The 
problem with this oil is its high content of sulphur which makes it unsuitable for electric power 
generation. The high temperatures in the production converted the sulphur into a sulphuric acid 
which corroded the boilers and also damaged other components of the units. Within a short 
time, the components stopped working and the need for spare parts was big. But there were no 
parts to find. The power plants had thus to shut down leading to an even bigger decrease in 
power production. But Cuba got out of their worst crisis, much thanks to a massive Venezuelan 
financial support. This is where the last period starts (Cereijo, 2010). 

Cuba emerged of the crisis as an impoverished nation where no large investments in the electric 
grid had been made since the beginning of the 90's. A lot of the equipment had also been 
operating for over 25 years. The plants that were built previously also had a very inadequate 
placement, with long distances from consumption centers. This resulted in high losses in the old 
transmission and distribution lines (Ávila, et al., 2011). Illegal connections to the electricity grid 
also contributed to the situation, generating additional electricity losses. In 1997 the losses were 
as high as 25 % (Cereijo, 2010). From 1998 to approximately 2004 some investments were made 
in the electrical energy system. But the continuous use of domestic oil and the ageing equipment 
had already caused a crisis in the system (Cereijo, 2010). It is also notable that the plants 
consisted of parts originating from various areas of the world and, as a result of the different 
standards; they did not function well together. In the worst period of 2005 the national electricity 
system functioned at only 50 % of its installed capacity with blackouts lasting seven to twelve 
hours on a daily basis (Benjamin-Alvarado, 2010). In 2005 there were 224 days with blackouts 
bigger than 100 MW that lasted more than 1 hour. In June 2005 the maximum demand on the 
grid was 2129 MW. The electricity to cover this demand was produced with: 2% hydropower, 
72% thermal plants and 8 % gas turbines. This left a deficit of 18 %. In the same year the total 
production of electricity was about 1400 GWh (Ávila, et al., 2011). 

On the 17th of January 2006 Cuban government launched what it called the energy revolution 
(Revolución Energética) in order to solve the crisis and settle the civil unrest. The energy 
revolution is a program to reduce the electricity consumption and to expand the generation 
capacity. A part of this program was to replace all old inefficient appliances in residential use with 
new more energy efficient devices. In this program the government replaced 9 470 710 
incandescent lamps (~100%), 265 505 air condition devices (~88%), 1 043 709 fans (~100%), 
230 504 televisions (~22%), 67 568 water pumps (~100%) and 2 550 997 refrigerators (~96%) 
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(Ávila, et al., 2011). Another change was to add new tariffs for electricity, with prices that 
increases with an increased consumption. The government wanted to encourage energy saving. 
The government also invested in thousands of small generators which were installed in groups, 
so called Grupos electrógenos (Cereijo, 2010). The generator sets are very inefficient and 
expensive, but they also contribute to increased flexibility (Benjamin-Alvarado, 2010). The 
generators reduced the number of blackouts drastically and instead of 188 and 224 days with 
blackouts larger than 100 MW and lasting for more than one hour in 2004 and 2005, it decreased 
to three days in 2006 and in 2007 and 2008 there were no major blackouts (Ávila, et al., 2011). 
Smaller blackouts during peak hours were, however, still common (Cereijo, 2010). The generators 
installed through the energy revolution were of two types. The ones that used diesel fuel 
contributed to a capacity of 1320 MW and generators using fuel oil for more than 800 MW. The 
fuel oil generators are planned to increase to a total capacity of more than 1700 MW. Because 
Cuba has been struck by an increasing number of large hurricanes the last years, an investment 
was also made in smaller emergency generators with a total capacity of 690 MW. Today Cuba has 
a total distributed electrical capacity of 2418 MW. The power is supplied with 1280 MW from 
diesel generators, 540 MW by fuel oil generators, 529 cogeneration plants and the renewable 
energy sources only stands for 75 MW of the installed capacity (Ávila, et al., 2011). This means 
that Cuba still is a very oil dependent country. Even though a large share of the oil is produced in 
Cuba, it imports the majority, around 60 %, from Venezuela (Benjamin-Alvarado, 2010). The 
need for future investments is great and the majority of the whole electrical system must go 
through a great renovation replacing many of the old components (Cereijo, 2010). The energy 
sector is however significantly more stable now than during the period of blackouts during 2004-
2005 (Benjamin-Alvarado, 2010).  

Nevertheless, compared to many other nations in the world, Cuba is one of the most sustainable 
countries, at least with regards to the overall energy consumption. By studying the Human 
Development Index (HDI) will explain why. The index was created by the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP) and measures a country’s wealth by taking three basic aspects of 
human development in consideration: educational level, standard of living and longevity 
(Cleveland, et al., 2006). In 2009, Cuba had a HDI of 0,77, compared to for example Sweden 
which had a HDI of 0,898 in the same year (UNDP, 2011). Cuba is therefore not far from 
Sweden in this perspective. If these results are combined with those of the Ecological Footprint 
(EF), Cuba's sustainability is more obvious. The EF value tells about how much land and water 
are needed to produce the resources while taking care of the waste generated by one person in a 
certain country. Looking at the Earth today, an equal, and sustainable, use would be 1,8 Ha per 
person. Sweden had in 2010 an EF value of 5,88. If everyone on Earth would live in this manner 
then approximately 3,3 globes would be needed. The same year Cuba had an EF of 1,84, which 
corresponds to the break-even point of what actually is available. As seen in Figure 2 an optimal 
combination of the two indexes would be a high HDI with a low EF, and one of these countries 
with a high sustainable combination is Cuba (WWF, 2010).  
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Figure 2: Combination of HDI and EF index in order to visualize sustainability (UNDP, 2011). 

As a part of the energy revolution, Cuba sought to electrify the last non-electrified areas of the 
nation. This endeavor had already started in 2000 with over 2000 small country schools gaining 
access to electricity by means of solar cell techniques. The revolution intensified this effort. In 
2004 the electrification covered 95,4% of the households, and it was mainly the distant mountain 
villages that did not have electricity from grid connection (Strömdahl, 2010). By 2008 the covered 
inhabitants had increased to 95,6% (Cherni, et al., 2009). Today many of the villages have power 
in their schools, hospitals and social clubs. Now the households stand in line to be electrified 
(Strömdahl, 2010). The problems are the far off location of many villages, since the costs of 
extending the grid to these remaining places is very high, varying from 12 500 to 17 000 USD per 
km (Cherni, et al., 2009). This makes the use of renewable, off-grid energy a very good option in 
both an environmental and economic perspective. Nevertheless, the specific details for 
implementing renewable energy solutions must always be carefully examined before action is 
taken.  

3.2 Description	of	the	village	Los	Tumbos	

In order to get information about the village, a survey has been made. Ten persons in the village 
have performed the survey. The information that is most relevant for this study will be presented 
here but the survey in its entirety can be seen in appendix 9.1 Survey of Los Tumbos 

The village of Los Tumbos is located 13 km from the closest city, Cabecera, in the municipality 
of San Cristóbal in the region of Piñar del Río of Cuba. The village is located in a mountainous 
area and is surrounded with mogotes, which is a special mountain type that Cuba is famous for. 
The center of the village consists of ten households, a small store, a school, a health center and 
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some other facilities. In the surroundings of the village there are an additional seventy 
households, making the total inhabitants approximately 240 persons. The main business is the 
coffee plantations, but they also sell fruit and other food products. In a normal year they harvest 
and sell 3000 boxes of coffee which contributes to approximately 80 m3 of coffee (Rivero 
González, 2012). The coffee business employs around thirty persons all year around. They work 
in a special employment form called "Unidades Básicas de Producción Cooperativa" which is a 
kind of cooperative production unit. These kinds of organizations are well spread in Cuba. The 
work mainly consists of taking care of the plants in order to maximize the quality and the amount 
of the coffee harvest. The harvest normally takes about three months and during this period the 
village needs help and for that they have a camp where students temporarily live; see Figure 3. 
During this time the village installs a small mobile power plant to electrify the camp. This camp is 
also a part of the center in the village. Moreover the community only has a small amount of 
electricity allowing the school to have lighting, a TV, and a video. The school is shown in Figure 
4. There is also a small health center which is electrified. The electrification of these facilities is 
possible through photovoltaic panels on the rooftops of each house; each building has solar cell 
panels with an installed capacity of 200 W. In the center of the village there is a small store which 
provides only the things most needed. This store is today without power. The far-off location 
from the closest city gives the surroundings of the village a great variety of flora and there is an 
existing project to protect the forests diversity that is financed through an Italian project. But the 
location also implies that the closest grid is far away, located 5 km from the village (Rivero 
González, 2012). 

 

Figure 3: Temporary settlement for students working in the coffee plantations (Rivero González, 2012). 

The families in the village generally consists on an average of 3,5 persons. Together they spend 
14 hours per week to collect firewood and 26 hours to fetch water. The water is collected from 
the river using bovine animals that drags a water tank to the house, the sizes of the tanks differs 
(Rivero González, 2012). The spare time of the family members is very low; they have totally only 
3 hours per day as a family if sleeping time is excluded. Almost everyone in the village make their 
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living on farming (90%), the rest work with commerce and services. Around 40 % of the village 
people possess animals, making the majority without any possession. The survey also showed 
that the environment is very important to the villagers. The priority for what to use the electricity 
that presently is available is: the health center, the school and for residential use. The family 
income is in average 458 CUP (Cuban Pesos) and there are loan opportunities from banks and 
relatives. An important notification is that the villagers have expressed their wishes for a social 
club, which would be a social meeting point of importance in the village (Rivero González, 2012). 
Not everyone in the village has an official employment but this does not mean that they do not 
work. There is a lot to do around the house; for example collecting the firewood, fetching water 
and taking care of the family's plantation (Rivero González, 2012). 

 

Figure 4: The school of Los Tumbos (Rivero González, 2012). 

3.3 Possible	techniques	for	electrification	

There are several different sources of sustainable energy, and there are also many different 
techniques that could be used to turn the energy into electricity. Some of these techniques will 
not be suitable for the village of Los Tumbos. The village is located in a valley and is surrounded 
with mountains, this imply that the wind conditions are not sufficient. The average wind speed 10 
meters above the ground is less than 3 m/s and there are periods with no wind at all which can 
last for more than 15 days. This means that wind power not is an energy source that is 
appropriate to los Tumbos. The location also implies that the use of ocean or tidal power not is 
an alternative. The society does not have much organic waste. The only waste comes from the 
harvest of coffee and this is a process which only is active three months every year. The 
possession of animals in the village is low. In order to use the organic waste to generate 
electricity, a more continuous supply is needed and therefore a biomass facility will not be a 
suitable option for the village. There is however a high solar irradiation in this area the average 
monthly insolation the past 10 years can be seen in Table 1 (Rivero González, 2012). 
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Table 1: The average monthly solar insolation in the village of Los Tumbos. 

Month  Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Unit 
10 year 
average 4.96 5.18 5.11 4.73 4.58 4.57 4.63 4.76 4.98 4.80 4.69 4.78 

∙

     (Rivero González, 2012)

The center of the village is also situated close to a small river with an existing old and non-
functioning hydropower plant. This power plant was built in 1987 and uses a small impoundment 
in order to create a head. The project is of a run off river type using a pipe with a diameter of 
0,51 meters and a length of 38 meters. The spillway that exists is of the overflow type and the 
height of the impoundment wall implies that only a small amount of water can be stored.  The 
impoundment, spillway and part of the pipe can be seen in Figure 5 (InterMar, 2009).  

 

Figure 5: Impoundment and pipe of hydropower plant in Los Tumbos (InterMar, 2009). 

The previously used generator and the turbine are still in place but they are not working today 
and have not been doing so for several years. The rating of the old generator is 2 kW and the 
turbine is of an overshot waterwheel type. Details about the waterwheel and the facility cannot be 
found, as well as records on earlier production and the actual mechanical condition today of the 
plant. The flow of the river is unknown and the flow rate and head will have to be estimated in 
calculations. The waterwheel and its general construction can be seen in Figure 6. A possible 
problem with electricity generation in a hydropower plant is that the river can be dried up during 
parts of the year. Information about the frequency and time of dry outs in the river of Los 
Tumbos does however not exist. It is therefore hard to determine the impacts on the electricity 
production. The possibility of replacing the plant with a more modern technique will need a 
closer investigation. The two renewable energy sources with possibility to suit Los Tumbos are 
therefore the sun and the river (Rivero González, 2012). 
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Figure 6: The main parts and the waterwheel of the hydropower plant in Los Tumbos (InterMar, 2009). 

3.4 Solar	power	

Solar energy is the most important source of energy available on Earth. Since the sun drives the 
photosynthesis reaction, it is the source of all existing biomass. It is also responsible for the 
evaporation of water, and by that also for rain. Waves and wind are created from the great energy 
of the sun. All these sources of energy can be used in different ways to generate electricity. But 
solar energy can also be used to create electricity directly or by using the heat from insolation 
(Elsevier, 2009). 

Today it is most common to use the sun for two applications. One way is to absorb heat with the 
purpose of using it directly, for example to heat water for residential use. If the life style in the 
village allows investments in solar water heaters this technique could be an alternative.  The other 
way is to produce electricity from the sunlight. There are generally two mayor methods to 
produce electricity from the sun. The first technique is called solar thermal generation. This 
technique uses the sun as a source of heat. The heat is then concentrated with mirrors and used 
to drive a heat engine. The engine could be a conventional steam engine, but it can also be a 
Stirling engine or a gas turbine. The second way involves the use of photovoltaic, or solar cells. 
The solar cell is a solid-state device like a microchip. In order to turn the sunlight directly into 
electricity solar cells use a semiconductor, such as silicon (Elsevier, 2009). Both of these 
techniques, as well as the solar water heaters, will be more closely examined.    

3.4.1 Solar	thermal	generation	

There are a number of ways to use solar thermal power in order to generate electricity. A 
categorization of the most common alternatives is possible if their working temperatures are 
used; see Figure 7. Since the theoretical maximum efficiency for all these systems corresponds to 
the Carnot efficiency, and since the ambient temperature is the lower temperature in the Carnot 
equation, a higher working temperature contributes to a higher efficiency. This however does not 
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mean that aiming for higher temperatures is always better from an economic and environmental 
perspective (Elsevier, 2009).  

 

Figure 7: Division of solar thermal technologies in working temperature groups (Holbert, 2011). 

The low temperature alternatives is not a good option to use in a small scale implementation 
since these systems are very big and all use new and untested technologies (Elsevier, 2009). The 
systems with possibility to suit Los Tumbos are the systems working at a higher temperature: the 
parabolic through, central tower and parabolic dish. All of these systems use mirrors to 
concentrate the sunlight into a receiver in which a fluid floats, see Figure 8. The fluid will then 
absorb the sunlight and the gained heat will be used to drive a heat engine. In the application of a 
steam turbine the fluid will evaporate water through a heat exchanger and the steam will then 
drive the engine (Holbert, 2011).  

 

Figure 8: The three primary solar concentrating systems (Holbert, 2011). 

Compared to solar cells, solar thermal generators have a key advantage; they have a capability of 
integrating thermal energy storage. By means of thermal storage they can continue to produce 
electricity even in periods with sunlight loss, and without the use of batteries. More importantly, 
they are also capable of sustaining electricity production after sunset. Figure 9 illustrates how it is 
possible to divert thermal energy for storage during hours with high insolation. After all the 
energy in the thermal storage has been used, it is possible to integrate auxiliary burners in order to 
produce electricity. With this technique, solar power concentration facilities can be used to 
accomplish a continuous power delivery (Holbert, 2011). 
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Figure 9: Storage and usage of solar thermal energy (Holbert, 2011). 

The only one of the alternatives mentioned which is suitable for small-scale electricity generation 
is the solar dish. Those that are currently being tested have outputs of between 5-50 kW and 
diameters of 5-15 meters (Elsevier, 2009). The solar dish is often combined with a Stirling engine. 
This system mainly consists of four parts: the dish concentrator, a cavity receiver, the Stirling 
engine and an electric generator. The function of the dish collector has already been explained. 
The cavity receiver is located in the focal point of the dish and the working fluid, usually helium 
or hydrogen, absorbs the heat energy. The Stirling engine then transforms the heat energy into 
mechanical energy in a four-step process. A disadvantage is that these systems do not provide any 
means of thermal energy storage. On the other hand, an advantage is that it has a high efficiency. 
A normal net annual solar-to-electric value is 15%, with a peak efficiency of as much as 29-30% 
(Holbert, 2011). The general electricity cost of a Dish-Stirling engine is hard to determine without 
knowing size, location and insolation at a current place. In general however, the projects are 
expensive (Elsevier, 2009). One reason for this is that these kinds of plants present large capital 
costs in the range of 10,000 USD per kW. The environmental effect from a dish-Stirling system is 
generally low. Nevertheless, there are some effects such as land use, effects on the local eco 
system and aesthetic effects. (Holbert, 2011) 

3.4.2 Solar	cell	generation	

Solar or photo-voltaic cells are electronic devices that can covert the solar energy into electricity. 
There are today approximately 9000 solar cell panels installed in the rural areas of Cuba 
(Strömdahl, 2010). The physics is based on the same semiconductor techniques as diodes and 
transistors. This makes them able to convert one of the most free forms of energy directly into 
electricity, and also doing this without moving parts. Another advantage is that the electricity is 
produced without pollution of hazard emissions. An important notice is that during the 
production of the semiconductor, normally silicon, a large environmental impact is made, which 
has to be taken into regard with when the sustainability of the solar cell is considered. 
(Gevorkian, 2008) 

A solar cell consists of two plates of a semi conductive material treated so that one plate has 
excess electrons, called n-type, and the other has excess vacancies, called p-type. When these 
plates are put together, an electric potential is created between the two sides of the pn-junction. 
When light falls onto the surface of the solar cell, its photons start a photo-electric effect which 
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will create free electrons, see Figure 10. These can be collected in a metal grid and a current will 
then flow if the grid also is connected to the other side of the junction. The output voltage of a 
single solar cell is around 0,5-0,6 V and since very few devices work with this voltage, it is, in 
most applications, necessary to connect many solar cells in series (Elsevier, 2009). A normal 
application is to use the solar cell with a 12 V battery and for that the modules usually have 33-36 
solar cells in series (Prasad, et al., 2011). By connecting these modules in parallel it is then also 
possible to raise the current. The size of a single solar cell is around 100 cm2, but connecting 
many elements together makes them a lot bigger. To protect the solar cell from external effects, a 
glass protection is used on both sides and it is kept in a protecting frame (Gevorkian, 2008). 

 

Figure 10: The Basics of a solar cell (Maczulak, 2009). 

There are many different kinds of solar cells. Currently they are essentially manufactured from 
three types of silicon materials, monocrystalline, polycrystalline and amorphous (Elsevier, 2009). 
Each one of these technologies has unique manufacturing and performance characteristics and is 
best suited for specialized applications. In order to create a standalone solar cell system, it is not 
only the type of solar cell that is important. Since the sun does not shine all day around, the need 
of a hybrid system or battery power is essential. In a normal system the solar cell module is 
connected to a battery through a charge controller. The charge controller controls the amount of 
charge that the battery would receive. When the battery is fully charged the controller will stop 
further charging. The batteries used for solar cell application are usually lead-acid deep cycle 
batteries. These kinds of batteries are tolerant to the constant charging and discharging going on 
in a system like this. Their maximum amount of discharge is approximately 80% of the rated 
capacity. Since the battery and the solar system can have problem with providing enough energy 
in peak demand situation, a back-up diesel generator provides a good solution of the problem. 
The alternative of having a back-up generator is to construct an oversized solar cell system, which 
would increase the overall cost. The system would not be efficiently utilized if it would be sized 
for the peak demands. (Prasad, et al., 2011).  
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The environmental effects of solar cells are, besides land use and aesthetics, mainly the 
production of pure silicon, used as the semiconductor. The production is both expensive and 
energy intensive, about 15 kWh of electricity for each kilogram of silicon. This means that for a 
silicon solar cell it will take two years to generate the electricity needed to make it (Elsevier, 
2009). The cost of the solar power module depends on the size of the facility, a bigger facility 
usually contributes to a lower price. There are different estimates of an average cost; an example 
is $4.00/W (Gevorkian, 2008). Another example is $4.25/W (SURE-Software, 2010). The most 
commonly used sizes in Cuba are 100, 125 and 165 W systems, and all of these systems have 
normally a capacity of 18 V which is transmitted to the regulator (González, 2008). The Cuban 
government also gives financial support in the electrification of important buildings in rural areas, 
often paying the implementation costs. This is, however, mostly directed to subsidy the 
electrification of schools, smaller medical centers and social clubs (Ávila, et al., 2011).  

3.4.3 Solar	water	heater	

In general, a solar water heater consists of a number of typical parts. The most important part is 
the solar collector; it absorbs the solar radiation and converts it into heat. The heat transfer fluid 
then absorbs the heat; it can then either be stored or consumed directly. The fluid can consist of 
either water which can be consumed directly, so called direct systems, or of a heat transfer fluid, 
it is then called an indirect system. If the latter is used, the fluid needs to transfer its heat through 
a heat exchanger in order to heat the water that later will be consumed. The heat fluid can be 
transported in two different ways. One way is called a passive system. The fluid is here 
transported naturally due to the density differences that occur when the fluid is heated. The other 
way of fluid transportation is called active system and this uses a forced circulation by for 
example a circulation pump (Kalogirou, 2009). One of the advantages with the active systems is 
that the efficiency is likely to be higher than with the passive systems. The accumulator of the 
active system can also be placed in a better location as it do not need to be higher up than the 
collector as is the case with the passive collectors. But the active collectors got an important 
disadvantage for an application in a rural non-electrified area. The system is dependent on 
electricity to operate the circulation pump (Twidell, et al., 2006). The passive systems that 
presently are most commonly used in Cuba are the thermosyphon system, the integrated 
collector storage systems, called ICS systems, and the evacuated collector systems (Pérez, 2011).  

The first one to be further presented is called the thermosyphon system. This system uses the 
density difference between cold and hot water to transport the fluid, normally water (Twidell, et 
al., 2006), see Figure 11. As the water in the collector heats up it expands and becomes less dense. 
It will then rise through the collector and into the top of the storage tank that is located above 
the collector. The raised water is then replaced with the cooler, and therefore denser, water that 
has sunk to the bottom of the storage tank. The circulation process will last as long as the 
sunshine heats the water, and even after if it is supplemented with an auxiliary heater. When the 
collector gets colder and the water in the accumulator tank, the whole process will reverse; but 
now cooling the water in the accumulator. One way to prevent this is to place the collector well 
below the bottom of the storage tank. The system is also quite wind sensitive as the wind fast 
cools the heated surface of the collector (Pérez, 2011). A normal set up is to place a cold water 
storage tank on top of the warm water storage tank. This cold water tank can then supply both 
the needs of the thermosyphon system and the houses (Kalogirou, 2009). The system is able to 
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heat the water to about 70°C; the efficiency however at this temperature is about 30 %. It 
increases with lower temperatures and is about 50% at 50°C.  The costs for these systems in 
Cuba are between 150-200 CUC (Cuban Convertible)/m2. This system is however not 
recommended to use in Cuba mainly because the tubes are sensitive for deposits, such as lime 
deposits, which is frequent in the most of the Cuban fresh water supplies (Pérez, 2011).  

 

Figure 11: Schematic picture of the thermosyphon system (Kalogirou, 2009). 

The ICS system also includes a collector, but the storage tank is here a part of the collector, see 
Figure 12. This system works in the same way as the thermosyphon system with the cold water 
entering the tank in the bottom and the hot water leaving the tank at the top. This kind of tank is 
one of the simplest systems, but it also has some disadvantages. The largest one is that the system 
has great thermal losses since big parts of the tank cannot be insulated as it works as an 
absorption surface for the solar radiation. The thermal losses are particularly high during periods 
with low ambient temperature. The temperature can drop substantially during for example night 
time, but also in longer periods with colder weather as in winter time (Kalogirou, 2009). The 
ineffective insulation of the tank makes the maximum temperature less than 60 °C, at this 
temperature the efficiency is 30%. But at 50°C the efficiency will raise to about 50%. The cost of 
these very simple systems is 80-150 CUC/m2 which makes them a good option for areas where 
the economy is the most important parameter (Pérez, 2011). 

 

Figure 12: Schematic picture of the ICS system (Seveda, et al., 2011). 
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The third system type is called evacuated system; this system operates differently than the ones 
previously mentioned. The collector in this case consists of a series of vacuum-sealed tube with 
heat pipes inside. The vacuum envelope significantly reduces the losses through conduction and 
convection making the collectors able to work at higher temperatures (Twidell, et al., 2006). 
These qualities make the system to work with a better efficiency than the others in low incidence 
angels and this also gives the system an advantage over the others in a day-long performance 
perspective (Kalogirou, 2009). There are different types of evacuated systems on the market, 
using different techniques to transport the heat from the collector to the tank. There are mainly 
two techniques that are common in Cuba. The first one lets the water in the storage tank to 
circulate through the collector as in the thermosyphon system. This is a simple technique and it 
costs around 150-200 CUC/m2. It works in temperatures up to 90 °C and has an efficiency of 
50% at 70°C (Pérez, 2011). The other type uses a highly conductive material as a heat pipe, 
placed inside the vacuum-sealed pipe. Inside each pipe there is a fluid that will undergo an 
evaporating cycle. The heat from the sun evaporates the liquid and the vapour then travels to the 
storage tank region of the tube and will there condense, giving off its heat to the water that is 
stored in the tank (Kalogirou, 2009). These systems are even more effective; the evacuated tubes 
absorb around 93 % of the incoming sunshine and combine this with an emissivity of 8 % 
(Pérez, 2007).  But it is not only the efficiency that is higher, the price is also significantly higher, 
around 300-400 CUC/m2 (Pérez, 2011). 

 

Figure 13: Schematic picture of one of the collector's tubes (Kalogirou, 2009). 

3.5 Hydroelectric	power	

Water has a high energy potential, but in order to generate electricity the water has to be in 
motion so that the kinetic energy can be converted into electricity. It is a renewable source of 
energy because of the constant evaporation of water from the seas driven by solar energy. The 
process is called the hydrologic cycle, see Figure 14. In this cycle, water falls to the surface as rain 
or snow, some of it will then again evaporate, but the big parts of it percolates into the soil. This 
water and the water from the melting snow, will eventually through lakes and ponds reach the 
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ocean. If it is not evaporated on the way it will finally evaporate in the ocean and then again rain 
down on the surface, closing the hydrologic cycle. When the rain hits the surface at high grounds, 
the water is given potential energy. After concentration in lakes and rivers this potential energy 
will be converted into kinetic energy on its way to the ocean. This energy can potentially turn the 
blades of turbines in the water and by that turning the kinetic energy into mechanical energy. This 
is later, through a generator, transformed into electric energy. This kind of technique is called 
hydroelectric power since water is the initial source of the energy (Elsevier, 2009).   

 
Figure 14: The hydrologic cycle (Elsevier, 2009). 

The location of a hydropower plant is dependent of the existence of moving water such as rivers, 
canals or streams. But to achieve a reliable water supply, it is in most cases required to have a 
dam. The dam stores water, like a battery, and the water can then be released in an amount that 
contributes to the existing demand on the grid (Maczulak, 2009). The dam can also be used to 
create a head, which is the height from which the water flows before hitting the turbine blades. A 
larger head generates more kinetic energy and thereby also larger mechanical energy potential 
(Sørensen, 2004). The efficiency of a micro hydropower plant can be as high as 90% (Twidell, et 
al., 2006). 

There are three types of typical hydropower plants. The first one is impoundment; this plant type 
uses a dam to store the water. Water can then be released to meet the electricity demand on the 
grid. A big dam can contain a great amount of potential energy and this gives the opportunity to 
store water during off-peak hours to increase the amount of water flowing in high-peak hours, 
and thereby the amount of generated electricity (Sommers, 2009). When choosing this option the 
environmental impact and the risk of a dam failure must be considered. The second one is 
diversion plant. This technique only uses a part of the available water; portion it away from the 
main river through a canal (Twidell, et al., 2006). A small dam can be needed to successfully 
portion water to the canal. The third alternative is to use the flow within the natural range of the 
river. This plant type will more naturally blend in with the original river system, even if a small 
dam has to be made in order to create a head. The environmental impacts of the two last 
alternatives are smaller than with a large dam. But instead these alternatives do not have the 
advantage of being able to store potential energy. An interruption in water flow means that no 
electricity could be generated (Sommers, 2009). Another aspect is which kind of turbine that 
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should be used. This choice should be based on the head and the water flow. There are turbines 
of two types; the first type is reaction turbines and the other is impulse turbines. The reaction 
turbine works totally embedded in the fluid and it is the pressure differences of the two sides on 
the turbine that powers it (RET, 2010). In the impulse turbine, the power is derived from the 
kinetic energy of the flow. This is made by the water hitting the turbine as a high speed jet. The 
turbine is consequently not embedded in the water flow (Twidell, et al., 2006). There are many 
different kinds of turbines in these two more general groups, but there are some that are used 
more frequently (Sommers, 2009). One is the Pelton turbine, which is a variant of the classic 
undershot waterwheel but used in high-speed performance. This turbine has the inflow through a 
nozzle, in order to provide pure kinetic energy. This is an example of an impulse turbine. 
Another typical classic turbine is the Francis turbine; here the water is able to approach the entire 
rotor. The water is conveyed to obtain angles that optimize the generated mechanical energy. 
This is an example of a reaction turbine. Both of these turbines are normally used in river flows 
with rapid descent, including waterfalls (Elsevier, 2009). This is since the need of a big head is 
important. A third turbine, used for smaller water heads has two names depending of its 
properties. It is called a Nagler turbine if the pitch angle of the blades is fixed. If the blades can 
be varied it is called a Kaplan turbine. In this application the rotor is a propeller which is 
designed to obtain high angular speed. The variation in pitch angle for the Kaplan turbine implies 
that it could keep a higher efficiency in applications where the water flow changes than the 
Nagler turbine (Sørensen, 2004). A small head application where this turbine is normally used is 
in tidal plants, as well as in other low water head applications (Elsevier, 2009). When choosing a 
turbine it is important to consider many parameters, normal parameters are the flow rate and the 
design head. The efficiency of the turbine does mostly depend on the flow as a ratio of the flow 
that the turbine is designed for. The efficiency will, for most turbine types, drop quickly with a 
decreased water flow, see Figure 15. When sizing a turbine the records on water flow should be 
reliable, otherwise the calculated power output could be significantly underestimated (Sørensen, 
2004). 
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Figure 15: Efficiency for turbines depending on the flow as a proportion of the design flow (RET, 2010). 

There are though some problems with hydropower plants. If a dam is used the environmental 
impacts is mainly the big land use and the flooding of large land area. A large dam stops the fish 
migration that is a part of their breeding process.  There is also risk for a dam break and the 
adverse environmental and human impacts that includes when the water released floods big land 
areas (Sørensen, 2004). Other problems are corrosion of the turbines in certain water conditions 
and also that the watercourse need to have a more or less constant flow (Twidell, et al., 2006). 
Hydropower is generally cheap during the production, but it comes with a relatively large 
investment cost and this makes many focus their investments in other techniques. Their 
investment horizon is often too short. On a longer horizon the technique is a good economic 
option. It is a bit problematic to calculate the average cost per kWh. In order to do so it is 
required to know the horizon of the investment as well on the size of the facility. This is as the 
initial investment cost varies much according to size of the plant (Twidell, et al., 2006). In Cuba 
the development of hydropower is a prioritized question and there are governmental programs 
aiming to modernize the many mini hydropower plants. In 2008 there were more than 8000 
families in Cuba that had electricity through mini hydropower (Rodríguez, 2008). The number 
should be increased and a previously done estimation shows that there is today around 100 MW 
installed capacity with an annual production of almost 300 GWh (Torrado, 2007). 

3.6 Batteries	

In many applications of renewable energy sources the demand does not contribute to the energy 
being supplied by the system. This means that the energy is not used in the same rate that it is 
produced. An example of this is the solar cell that produces electricity during the day but stops at 
cloudy conditions and after sunset, the demand however continues after sunset. This means that 
the electricity produced during the day has to be stored and a good way of doing this is by using 
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batteries. These are already extensively used in rural power systems and other off-grid systems, 
whether the system is based on diesel sets or renewable energy (Sørensen, 2004). 

A battery is an electrochemical device that is able to store energy in a chemical form allowing it to 
be released as required. It consists of a number of individual cells each of which can provide a 
defined current at a fixed voltage. These cells can then be joined in both series and in parallel in 
order to provide the needed current and voltage for different applications (Elsevier, 2009).  The 
cell consists of two electrode plates emerged in an electrolyte, which is a conducting solution 
(Twidell, et al., 2006). The batteries are generally organized in two groups; the primary batteries 
are those that only can be used once and the secondary batteries are those that are rechargeable 
(Sørensen, 2004). The constant charging and discharging of batteries in renewable techniques 
applications makes only the secondary batteries suitable for this application. The secondary 
batteries can also be divided into two groups, shallow discharge and deep discharged cells. A 
shallow discharge battery cell can be recharged after only being partially discharged. A deep 
discharge battery cell will normally be completely discharged before it is recharged. In these 
groups there are numerous kinds of batteries but the most commonly used battery for storage is 
the lead acid battery (Twidell, et al., 2006). The lead acid battery is also the most widely used 
battery in solar cell applications. Examples of other batteries in this category are the alkaline 
battery and the lithium-ion battery. The size of the battery is very important; if it is too small the 
life length will be shortened due to the constant overcharges and the complete discharges that 
will occur. On the other hand, it is very expensive to invest in a too large system where the full 
capacity is never used. In the solar cell application the battery should however last more than 
only one night. The need for extra backup storage comes from occasionally cloudy days which 
will significantly lower the electricity amount produced by the solar cell. The power these days 
has to be delivered from the batteries (Gevorkian, 2008). 

The lead acid batteries have a very high efficiency which ranges from 85 to 90%, compared to for 
example alkaline batteries that have 65 to 80 % in efficiency. The claimed lifetime of the lead acid 
batteries is also high, properly managed they can last as long as 30 years (Sørensen, 2004). A more 
common lifetime however is between 8 and 20 years (Twidell, et al., 2006). The initial cost of 
installing lead acid batteries is around 500 USD/kW, but this does not include the maintenance 
costs (Elsevier, 2009). 

3.7 Diesel	sets	

A diesel engine is often needed in off-grid locations since the electricity production from some 
renewable sources is weather dependent. The unit then forms a hybrid system in form of, for 
example, a hydropower plant combined with a diesel engine. Using a diesel engine is a very 
reliable way of producing electricity. This is important since it is a back-up and peak electricity 
producer in a hybrid system. The cost of electricity can be reduced when using a diesel engine in 
a hybrid system since the battery storage systems do not have to be oversized. The sizing of the 
renewable energy source can also be done more efficiently since the diesel engine will be used to 
produce auxiliary power in peak demand (Yao, et al., 2011). The electrical efficiency of a diesel 
engine can be as high as 50 % even for relatively small units. The efficiency, however, generally 
increases with the size of the engine. Other parameters that affect the efficiency are the cooling 
process and the weather and climate conditions. A larger engine can also work with a lower 
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number of revolutions and by that the demand for fuel quality, fuel system and ignition quality 
can be decreased (Nyström, et al., 2001). The cost of a diesel engine is also, relatively a renewable 
energy source, quite modest. The initial cost is about 505 USD/kW (SURE-Software, 2010).  The 
engine has a short start up time, which is important in order to prevent fluctuations in the grid or 
in periods of peaking demand (Salomón, et al., 2011).  

3.8 Energy	demand	

The energy demand patterns are closely linked with socio-economic conditions. A house in a 
Swedish city uses large amounts of energy compared to a house in a rural area in a developing 
country, where a single lamp can make a difference. In rural areas, however, the energy problems 
are also linked to soil fertility and land holding (Deshmukh, 2011). In order to estimate the 
electricity demand in a location it is important to make sure that it contributes to the appliances 
and the needs of the village people. One approach is the bottom-up model. In this model the first 
task is to consider the desires, needs and goals of the people. The next task is to build up the 
material demand required to satisfy the goals. The needed energy is then calculated and the 
technical and economic assumptions can be evaluated (Sørensen, 2004). If the costs is too high 
then the goals might have to be lowered. An example in a non electrified area might be that the 
people want to have light in their homes. The material needed for this is a lamp in each home. 
After this conclusion the energy demand of the lamps are calculated and the technical solutions 
to produce the energy can be evaluated. The bottom-up approach is very useful for isolated 
energy planning, where it easily can be seen what the energy is to be used for (Deshmukh, 2011).  
The best way to visualize the need of energy is to start with a survey among some of the 
households in the village (Cherni, et al., 2009). A load profile can then be calculated for all 
commonly used appliances in an average home. Making this load profile for a typical week and 
multiply it to all the houses in the village gives a good estimation of the total electrical 
consumption for all the houses. After adding special buildings, such as schools, industries and 
hospitals, the total energy use of the village can be determined, including its peak hours, and the 
peak demand (Deshmukh, 2011).  It is also good to compare the results with the average 
electricity consumption in the rest of that country; currently the consumption is 1300 kWh/capita 
and year in the case of Cuba (Benjamin-Alvarado, 2010). The result of the bottom up model is 
often visualized with a graph, see Figure 16. The graph normally plots the power demand against 
time giving a load profile. In this graph it is possible to see the power demand of the calculated 
object at different times of, for example, a day or a week depending on the time period of the 
model. The area under the line of the load profile in the graph will be the total energy needed. 
Another important result, that can be determined from the graph, is the energy consumption 
during different time periods. Both of these results are important as background information 
when designing a new energy system for a rural area (Sørensen, 2004). 
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Figure 16: Normal load profile of the electricity demand (Sørensen, 2004). 

The basic needs of people in rural areas consist of cooking, lighting, space-heating and use of 
household appliances and devices. Lighting only stands for a small part of the total energy need 
but it is one of the most fundamental needs. Further on, the fuel for lighting often is the most 
expensive energy cost of a rural household (Kaygusuz, 2011). The need of space heating in Cuba 
is not a large problem but during the hottest month a fan can be seen as a basic need. Cooking is 
the need that is most energy intensive, standing for approximately 80 % of the total energy use in 
rural areas (Kaygusuz, 2011). The use of more appliances then the most needed could be seen as 
a bit unnecessary, since there often are appliances that do not help covering the most basic needs 
and that people in rural areas can manage being without. This is however an important factor in 
order to develop the rural areas of the world and it is a major inhibiting factor in the rural equity. 
The use of for example a TV can in a rural perspective be important in an educational purpose 
but it also gives inhabitants a feeling of belonging to the rest of the developed society. Looking in 
a larger scale it is also important to investigate the rural communities' overall needs. This often 
includes public lighting, water pumping and appliances in health clinics, schools and facilities for 
social interaction, such as video halls. The overall community needs are however often part of the 
public benefits that the government may provide (Kaygusuz, 2011). To get an idea of different 
products contribution to the total power demand the normal utilization time and power rating of 
products commonly used in Swedish households can be seen in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Normal power rating and uptime of some commonly used appliances. 

Devices  Power rating  Uptime  Unit 

Kitchen         

Older freezer  200 W  5000  Hours/year 

Newer freezer  120 W  3300  Hours/year 

Dishwasher 1400 W  1  Hour/day 

Older fridge  150 W  3500  Hours/year 

Newer fridge  100 W  1700  Hours/year 

Hot plate 1500 W  40  Min/day 

Coffee‐maker  800 W  1  Hour/day 

Owen  1500 W  2  Hour/week 

Kitchen fan 200 W  1  Hour/day 

Micro oven 1500 W  7  Min/day 

Electric kettle  1500 W  5  Min/day 

Other          

Floor heater 10 m
2
  100 W  2000  Hours/day 

Aquarium 60 W  24  Hours/day 

Light bulb 6 pcs.  60 W  5  Hours/day 

Fluorescent light 6 pcs.  43 W  5  Hours/day 

Low‐energy bulb  11 W  5  Hours/day 

Washing         

Washing machine  1250 W  4  Hours/week 

Drying cupboard  2000 W  4  Hours/week 

Tumble‐drier  2000 W  2  Hours/week 

Iron  1000 W  1  Hour/week 

Vacuum cleaner  1000 W  1  Hour/week 

Hair dryer 1000 W  1  Hour/week 

Media          

TV, when turned on  140 W  3  Hours/day 

TV, in stand‐by  10 W  21  Hours/day 

Computer, stand‐by  15 W  23  Hours/day 

Computer, when turned on  125 W  1  Hour/day 

Video  50 W  1  Hour/day 

Stereo  15 W  1  Hour/day 

  (Energycouncil, 2012) 
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4 Model	

4.1 Introduction	

The building of the model, see Figure 17, will begin with an estimation of energy demand in Los 
Tumbos; this will be done in three different demand levels. When the needed energy, in form of 
electricity and hot water, as well as peak-demand hours and their dimensions are known, the size 
of the energy conversion facilities will be estimated. This will be a ground for decisions of a 
suitable demand level for the village with consideration to the present natural assets in Los 
Tumbos. A sensitivity analysis will be performed on the results. 

 

Figure 17: Flowsheet for the building of the model. 
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4.2 System	boundaries	

In order to build a proper model it is necessary to investigate the available energy resources. Los 
Tumbos has a high solar insolation and the village already uses solar cells for electricity 
production in order to cover the most basic needs of public service. The insolation is more or 
less uniform through the year, and will be assumed to be so in the model. The model will 
examine solar cells in order to produce electricity from the sun. The option of solar thermal 
electricity generation does not suite a small scale production like that of Los Tumbos. The 
technique is not well spread making the production expensive and the spread location of most 
houses in the village makes a central production facility for all of them ineffective. The other 
option of electricity production for Los Tumbos is by using hydropower. The center of the 
village lies close to the river and a power plant there could be used to power this part of the 
community. The use of solar water heaters will also be investigated in order to raise the living 
standard. The need of a back-up and/or a hybrid system will be investigated, but the system 
configurations will not be examined. The details of the production facilities will not be closer 
examined, the objective should be kept to an estimation of the size and the possible output of the 
facilities. It will also be assumed that there at present is no installed power capacity in the village. 
This means that all the demanded electricity needs to be supplied by a new system. 

The first task needed to be done is to investigate the energy demand in the village. This will be set 
up at three different levels depending on life standard. The method will be a bottom-up model 
where the total energy demand will be examined as well as peak demands. The demand for 
electricity in order to cook will not be investigated, this is since it is illegal in big parts of Cuba 
and the electricity can be used to power devices with a higher priority among the villagers (Rivero 
González, 2012). The priorities will therefore be used for lighting, social, educational and medical 
purposes. The survey made confirms these priorities of electricity use for the villagers. The model 
will be a dynamic model and it will run, hour per hour, for a time period of one week. An 
assumption is therefore made that the demand will be the same for all weeks in a year and that 
the smallest scale of usage time for the devices is one hour. Another aspect of the model could be 
if people in the village has an employment or not, if they do not they probably spend more time 
at home increasing the energy demand of these households. This is however not the case of Los 
Tumbos so the aspect will not be included in the model. 

After a dynamic demand profile has been developed, the capacity of the energy sources needs to 
be investigated. It is here important that the system is not to be underestimated. Therefore, the 
average insolation used in the calculations, Imin, will be the value from June, 4,57 kWh per square 
meter and day, which is the lowest monthly average value, see Table 1. The river is calculated to 
have a constant design flow during the year, and by that it is assumed that there are no temporary 
dry-outs of the river. Due to the fact that the villagers place a high value on environmental 
aspects a larger dam is not considered to be a viable option. This means that the water cannot be 
stored so that electricity can be produced matching the electricity demand in the village. The air 
and water temperature used in calculation is assumed to be the same all year around. The scope 
of the model is not to compare different fabrications of devices to find the most suitable option 
for implementation in the village, but to be able to estimate the size of the facilities some parts 
will have to be selected to be used in calculations. This will be done for the solar water heaters 
and the solar cells and its batteries. The models that will be used are presently used in other 
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locations in Cuba, but it is not certain that it is the best option for the conditions of Los Tumbos 
(Rivero González, 2012). 

4.3 Energy	demand	in	Los	Tumbos	

In order to estimate the energy demand in the village the scope of the study needs to be limited. 
The simplified village used in the model will consist of 80 households, all with the same electricity 
demand. Ten of these are located in the center of the community and the rest are spread out in a 
larger area. The study will consider a number of public buildings located in the central part of the 
village, in excess of the ten households; these are a school, a small hospital, a store and a social 
club. The social club does not exist today but is a building that the villagers have expressed a 
need for as mentioned previously (Rivero González, 2012). The facilities where students live 
during the coffee harvest will not be included since these only are used during three months a 
year. A schematic picture of the village used in the calculations can be seen in Figure 18.  

 

Figure 18: Schematic simplification of the village. 

4.3.1 Demand	levels	

The next task to be done is to set up three different levels of electricity use. This is very much 
dependent of the average standard in Cuba and the wishes of the village people. The levels have 
been set up in consultation with (Rivero González, 2012) and they have also been discussed in an 
interview with (Dias Gonzalez, 2012). 

Before setting up demand levels and determine usage hours, the products that will be used in the 
different demand levels and the different buildings will have to be considered. To build a proper 
model the power of the devices used needs to be known. The products that will be used, they 
variable names and power ratings can be seen in Table 3. All information, except for the 
information of the autoclave, has been collected from stores in Piñar del Río, Cuba. The 
information about the autoclave was collected in a small health center, not to different from that 
in Los Tumbos. The fact that all products exists in Cuba implies that the technology of the 
products is accessible to the villagers. If product data collected in other parts of the world is used 
it is not sure that the technology yet is available on the Cuban market, remembering that Cuba is 
subject to an embargo from USA. With today's energy focused development the use of devices 
common in other parts of the world would probably mean that the energy use of the products 
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would be significantly lower than the product accessible to villagers in Los Tumbos. The ratings 
of the freezers and fridges have been changed to the value it would have if it constantly were 
turned on. Normally they are turned off and on to keep its temperature at a correct level.  

Table 3: Information about the devices that is used in calculations. 

Variable  Name  Brand  Model  Power  Details 

PFluorescent  Fluorescent light  Philips  TL‐D  18 W  54 cm 

PFridge  Fridge  Parker  FV15/F  37,5 W  Ca 160L 

PFreezer  Freezer  Ocean  NJ14TW  90 W  Ca 140L 

PLamp  Lamp  Yankon  LIYA 6A/2006  8 W  Low‐energy light bulb 

PFan  Fan  Daytron  FT‐1602  55 W  ‐ 

PAircon  Air Condition  Samsung  AW12P1BC  1450 W  ‐ 

PPL  Public light  SHAH  HPLED STL DOME  48 W  ‐ 

PRice  Rice cooker  Hamilton beach  RC06  700 W  ‐ 

PF/F1  Fridge/freezer‐small  Daytron  DR060MFW  26 W  40L fridge, 6L freezer 

PF/F2  Fridge/freezer‐big  VTB  RZ‐160N  90 W  140L fridge, 25L freezer 

PPump  Water pump  Wallace  HJ30P  580 W  Capacity of max 35 L/min 

PTV1  TV‐19"  Daytron  DT19LUHB  48 W  19" screen 

PTV2  TV‐32"  Sony  KDL‐32BX325  122 W  32" screen 

PRadio  Radio  Daytron  DR30DURG  20 W  ‐ 

PProjector  Projector  BenQ  MP610  285 W  ‐ 

PDVD  DVD  JVC  XV‐N452  8 W  ‐ 

Pautoclave  Autoclave  Sanyo  SA‐230MA  1900 W  16 L capacity 

Now that the devices that will be used are determined it is needed to start dividing the products 
in different demand levels, according to different life standards. The usage hours of the products 
will also be a parameter that can change according to life standard. The different demand levels, 
the devices included and their usage hours can be seen in Table 7.  

In the first level the generated electricity will only cover the most basic needs. The houses will 
here have two lamps and a radio. The rating of the lamps is 8 W, PLamp, and the radio 20 W, PRadio. 
In the model the lamps will be used four hours every night and the radio two hours on weekdays 
and 5 hours on weekends. The school will in the basic level use six fluorescent lights, each with 
the rating of 18 W, PFluorescent. These will be turned on six hours on weekdays; the school is closed 
during weekends. The school will also have a small 19" TV rated 48 W, PTV1, and a DVD with 
the rating 8W, PDVD. These two devices will be operating for two hours in the morning and two 
hours in the afternoon on weekdays. The hospital is another high priority building and will be 
equipped with four fluorescent lights, operating eight hours on a daily basis. The hospital also has 
a need of keeping medicines cold so in this level a small combined fridge and freezer with the 
rating 26W, PF/F1, will be used, this is always turned on. Another very basic need for a hospital is 
to be able to sterilize its equipment. The autoclaves that will be used for that have a rating of 
1900 W, PAutoclave. It is estimated that this is used one hour on a daily basis. The small store that is 
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located in the village is, according to the survey, not a priority for the villagers and therefore it 
will only get four fluorescent lights in this level. These will be turned on eleven hours on 
weekdays. The whishes for a social club is strong among the villagers and in the social club there 
will be a small 19" TV and four fluorescent lamps. The fluorescent lamps in the social club will 
be operating twelve hours every day and the TV will be turned on for two hours on weekdays 
and six hours during weekends. 

The second level gives the people a bit higher life standard. The increased life standard implies 
that the center of the village will be equipped with public lightning. This will only be in a small 
scale and eight lamps each with the rating 48W, PPL, will be used. Another aspect of a raised life 
standard is the access to water pumps. Much time is today spent in order to fetch water. The 
dispersed location make it hard to pump water all the way from the river, so the technique that 
will be used are to pump water from tanks on the ground up to tanks on the rooftops of the 
buildings. The water in the tanks on the ground is fetched using bovine animals that drag big 
tanks to the river and back. Information about the pump that will be used can be seen in Table 4.  

Table 4: Information about the pumping system. 

Model Power of pump Pump rate Height of tank with present pump rate 
Sanyo Hydrojet HJ30P 580 W 32 L/min 5 meter 
   (Wallace Pumps, 2012)
The buildings that will be equipped with water pumps are the households, the school and the 
hospital. The timescale in the model is per hour, the real pump time have been rounded off to its 
bigger number in the calculations. The variable for the pump's power rating is Ppump, the pumps 
will be used during hours with low demand. For the center of the village it will be assumed that 
the pumps not are used at the same time, the use will be spread out during off-peak hours. It is 
estimated that the hospital has an average of three patients and that the school have 15 students. 
The average number of people in each household is 3,5 persons according to the survey.  
Information about the daily water need and the daily pump time, which have been rounded off, 
for the buildings can be seen in Table 5 

Table 5: Water consumption in the hospital, the school and a single household. 

Building Daily water use Quantity Total water use Daily pump time 
Hospital 950 L/ bed 3 2850 L/day 2 hours
School 55 L/student 15 825 L/day 1 hour
Residential 200L/person 3,5 700L/day 1 hour
 (DNRC, 2009)

Except for the additional public lighting and the water pumps the facilities will also be equipped 
with products that contribute to the higher life standard the second demand level implies. The 
houses will here have an additional two lamps, operating during the same hours on weekdays. On 
weekends the time will be extended to six hours. They will also get a small 19" TV to use two 
hours in the evening on weekdays and four hours on weekends. A fan will also be added with the 
rating of 55 W, PFan, this will be used every day of the week during the five hottest hours when 
the people are expected to be home. The school will here also have four fans operating seven 
hours during weekdays. It will also be lighter in the school and the fluorescent lights will be 
completed with four normal lamps, turned on during the same hours as the fluorescent lights. 
The TV will be changed to a bigger 32" TV with a rating, PTV2, of 122W. The hospital will also 
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have four additional lamps that will be turned on the same hours as the fluorescent lamps. The 
small combined fridge and freezer will be changed to a bigger model which is rated 90W, PF/F2, 
and will always be turned on. The stores will here also have access to a big combined 
fridge/freezer in order to increase its selection of products. It will also be equipped with a fan 
that will be turned on ten hours on weekdays. The social club will get an additional DVD and the 
TV will be changed to a bigger 32" TV, the time of use will be extended to four hours per day on 
weekdays, but still be six hours during weekends. 

In the third and last level, villagers will have a rather high life standard from a Cuban perspective. 
All of the houses, the school and the hospital will be equipped with hot water. The number of 
people in the different buildings is the same as was assumed for the water pumps. Information 
about the hot water consumption for the different buildings can be seen in Table 6.  

Table 6: Water consumption with a consumption temperature of 60°C. 

Building Symbol Hot water consumption  Quantity Total value  

Household Vhouse 30 L/person 3,5 105 L/day 

Hospital Vhospital 55 L/bed 3 165 L/day 

School Vschool 3 L/student 15 45 L/day 

    (Roca, 2006a)
The level of public lighting will be increased and there will be 16 lamps in the center of the 
village. All the houses will be equipped with a small combined fridge/freezer and a DVD; the 
DVD will be used the same hours as the TV. Another commonly used device in Cuba that will 
be added is a rice cooker with a rating, PRice, of 700 W; this will be used one hour every day. The 
TV will be changed to a bigger 32" model, the usage hours for it will be the same as before. All 
the public buildings will be air conditioned, and the fans will be replaced by this. The air 
condition is rated 1450 W, PAircon, and will operate during daytime, at latest to 19.00, when the 
buildings is occupied with people. The combined fridge and freezer in the hospital and in the 
store will be changed to two separated models, a freezer with the rating, PFreezer, of 90W and a 
fridge with the rating, Pfridge, of 37,5W. The TV in the school and in the social club will be changed 
to a projector with the rating, PProjector, of 285W. The usage hours will however be the same as the 
TV had since the opening hours of the school and the social club not will be changed. The 
devices their usage hours and power demand can be seen in Table 7.  

Table 7: Devices, their rating and usage hours. 

   Level 1  Level 2  Level 3 

Device  Hours  Power  Hours  Power  Hours  Power 

   Residential (weekdays) Residential (weekdays) Residential (weekdays) 

Lamp 
19.00‐23.00  2x8W  19.00‐23.00  4x8W  19.00‐23.00  4x8W 

Radio 
19.00‐21.00  20W  19.00‐21.00  20W  19.00‐21.00  20W 

TV‐19" 
‐  ‐  20.00‐22.00  48W  ‐  ‐ 

Water pump 
‐  ‐  01.00‐02.00  580 W  01.00‐02.00  580 W 

Fan 
‐  ‐  14.00‐19.00  55W  14.00‐19.00  55W 

Fridge/freezer‐small 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  00.00‐24.00  26W 

DVD 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  20.00‐22.00  8W 
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Rice cooker 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  11.00‐12.00  700W 

TV‐32" 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  20.00‐22.00  122W 

   Residential (weekends) Residential  (weekends) Residential  (weekends) 

Lamp 
19.00‐23.00  2x8W  18.00‐24.00  4x8W  18.00‐24.00  4x8W 

Radio 
14.00‐19.00  20W  14.00‐19.00  20W  14.00‐19.00  20W 

TV‐19" 
‐  ‐  18.00‐22.00  48W  ‐  ‐ 

Water pump 
‐  ‐  01.00‐02.00  580 W  01.00‐02.00  580 W 

Fan 
‐  ‐  10.00‐15.00  55W  10.00‐15.00  55W 

Fridge/freezer‐small 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  00.00‐24.00  26W 

DVD 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  18.00‐22.00  8W 

Rice cooker 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  11.00‐12.00  700W 

TV‐32" 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  18.00‐22.00  122W 

   Hospital  Hospital Hospital    

Fluorescent light 
09.00‐17.00  4x18W  09.00‐17.00  4x18W  09.00‐17.00  4x18W 

Fridge/freezer‐small 
00.00‐24.00  26W  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 

Autoclave  13.00‐14.00  1900W  13.00‐14.00  1900W  13.00‐14.00  1900W 

Lamp  ‐  ‐  09.00‐17.00  4x8W  09.00‐17.00  4x8W 

Fridge/freezer‐big 
‐  ‐  00.00‐24.00  90W  ‐  ‐ 

Water pump 
‐  ‐  05.00‐07.00  580 W  05.00‐07.00  580 W 

Freezer 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  00.00‐24.00  90W 

Fridge 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  00.00‐24.00  37,5W 

Air Condition 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  09.00‐17.00  1450W 

   School (weekdays)  School (weekdays) School (weekdays) 

TV‐19" 
10.00‐12.00 

48W 
‐ 

‐ 
‐ 

‐ 

13.00‐15.00  ‐  ‐ 

Fluorescent light 
09.00‐15.00  6x18W  09.00‐15.00  6x18W  09.00‐15.00  6x18W 

DVD 
10.00‐12.00 

8W 
10.00‐12.00 

8W 
10.00‐12.00 

8W 

13.00‐15.00  13.00‐15.00  13.00‐15.00 

TV‐32" 
‐ 

‐ 
10.00‐12.00 

122W 
‐ 

‐ 

‐  13.00‐15.00  ‐ 

Water pump  ‐  ‐  02.00‐03.00  580 W  02.00‐03.00  580 W 

Lamp  ‐  ‐  09.00‐15.00  4x8W  09.00‐15.00  4x8W 

Fan 
‐  ‐  09.00‐16.00  4x55W  ‐  ‐ 

Projector 
‐ 

‐ 
‐ 

‐ 
10.00‐12.00 

285 W 

‐  ‐  13.00‐15.00 

Air Condition 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  09.00‐15.00  1450W 

   Social club (weekdays)  Social club (weekdays) Social club (weekdays) 

TV‐19" 
19.00‐21.00  48W  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 

Fluorescent light 
12.00‐24.00  4x18W  12.00‐24.00  4x18W  12.00‐24.00  4x18W 

TV‐32" 
‐  ‐  18.00‐22.00  122W  ‐  ‐ 

DVD 
‐  ‐  18.00‐22.00  8W  18.00‐22.00  8W 
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Projector 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  18.00‐22.00  285 W 

Air Condition 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  12.00‐19.00  1450W 

   Social club(weekends)  Social club(weekends) Social club(weekends) 

TV‐19" 
18.00‐24.00  48W  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 

Fluorescent light 
12.00‐24.00  4x18W  12.00‐24.00  4x18W  12.00‐24.00  4x18W 

TV‐32" 
‐  ‐  18.00‐24.00  122W  ‐  ‐ 

DVD 
‐  ‐  18.00‐24.00  8W  18.00‐24.00  8W 

Projector 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  18.00‐24.00  285 W 

Air Condition 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  12.00‐19.00  1450W 

   Store  Store Store   

Fluorescent light 
09.00‐20.00  4x18W  09.00‐20.00  4x18W  09.00‐20.00  4x18W 

Fridge/freezer‐big 
‐  ‐  00.00‐24.00  90W  ‐  ‐ 

Fan 
‐  ‐  09.00‐19.00  55W  ‐  ‐ 

Freezer 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  00.00‐24.00  90W 

Fridge 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  00.00‐24.00  37,5W 

Air Condition 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  09.00‐19.00  1450W 

   Public lighting  Public lighting Public lighting 

Public light 
‐  ‐  19.00‐06.00  8x48 W  19.00‐06.00  16x48 W 

 

4.3.2 Calculation	of	the	electricity	demand	in	the	village	
	 	

In order to calculate the total hourly power demand for one of the facilities equation (4.1) will be 
used. 

 , , , 1,2,3,...,168m n device n device nP P n n     (4.1) 

Where Pm,n is the total power demand for each building, m, and hour, n. Pdevice,n is one of the devices 
active during the n:th hour in the building that is calculated; ndevice,n is the number of devices that 
are used during the n:th hour. Next is to summarize the demand for both the center of the village 
and for a single house. Since the total power demand each hour of the week already is known for 
the houses, the total hourly power demand only needs to be aggregated for the buildings in the 
center. This means for the ten houses and the centers other facilities. This will be done using 
equation (4.2). 

 , , , , , , ,( ) 1,2,3,...,168center n house n houses hospital n school n store n social n PL nP P n P P P P P n        (4.2) 

Pcenter,n is here the total power demand in the center during the n:th hour of the week. Phouse,n is the 
total power demand of one household during the n:th hour of the week and nhouses is the number 
of houses, PPL,n is the total power demand for the public lighting, Phospital,n, Pschool,n, Pstore,n and Psocial,n is 
the total power demand for the corresponding buildings during the n:th hour of the week. 

The average total energy use of one day also needs to be calculated. The method that will be used 
is to aggregate the total energy needed for each hour of the week and then divide this with the 
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total number of hours in a week, by that a kind of mean power value will be evaluated. By 
multiplying this with the number of hours in a day the average daily electrical consumption will 
be determined. This calculation will be made for both the center of the village, see equation (4.3) 
and for a single household, see equation (4.4). 
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  (4.4) 

Where Eday,center is the average daily electricity consumption in the center of the village, Eday,house is the 
average daily electricity consumption for a single household, thour,n is the time in seconds of the 
n:th hour. Now that the average electricity consumption is known, it is needed to convert this 
from [J] into [kWh]. The conversation factor is seen in equation (4.5) (Havtun, 2010). 

 1 3,6kWh MJ  (4.5) 

If the relationship seen in equation (4.5) is used, the average daily energy consumption can be 
expressed in [kWh] for both the center, see equation (4.6) and a single household, see equation 
(4.7). 
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Where Ecenter,kWh is the average daily electricity consumption in [kWh] for the center of the village 
and Ehouse,kWh is the average daily electricity consumption in [kWh] for a single household. The 
variables used in calculations were previously defined in section 4.3.1, see Table 3 and Table 7. 

4.3.3 Sensitivity	analysis	of	electricity	demand	

A model is never perfect and in the different parts of the model there are many assumptions and 
simplifications. To estimate the reliability of the model and to discover the sensitivity of the 
results a few assumptions and time dependent variables will be tested for each part of the model. 
This will be done by changing them in different scenarios to see how they affect the result. 

To begin with this whole part of the model is based on an assumption of which building that 
exists in the village and its center. It is needed to see how an increase or decrease in the number 
of households in the center will affect the electricity demand and the total consumption. The 
number of households in the center may also be a factor that could change in time since families 
move from or to the village. Another issue that was assumed was the power rating on the 
appliances and their usage time. The devices effects on the result will be tested by increasing and 
decreasing the power rating of all devices by a percentage. The rating is also a factor that possibly 
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could change in the future since development goes fast and the appliances in the future probably 
will be more energy efficient. The different scenarios that will be tested can be seen in Table 8. 

Table 8: The different scenarios of the sensitivity analysis for the electricity demand. 

Name	 Variable	 Scenario	1 Scenario	2 Scenario	3	 Scenario	4

Power	rating	 Pm,n  +10% on all devices ‐10% on all devices See Table 3  See Table 3

Number	of	households	 nhouses  10 pcs 10 pcs 15 pcs  5 pcs

 

4.4 Solar	cells	

The solar cell system will be designed to cover the needs of the households separately, according 
to the spread location of the houses. To store the produced electricity, so that it can be used in 
lack of sunshine, the system will be supplemented with battery storage. The values of power 
demand and energy consumption will be taken from section 4.3.2. 

The first issue that needs to be evaluated is the possible energy conversion from the solar cells. 
This is made by calculating the mean output available per day from a solar cell surface area of one 
square meter, as seen in equation (4.8) (Kumar, et al., 1995). 

 3min 10day solarcell
battery

I
B

U
    (4.8) 

Were Bday is the average number of ampere hours produced per square meter and day, Imin is the 
lowest monthly average insolation per day, Ubattery is the battery voltage and ηsolarcell is the efficiency 
for the energy conversion of the solar cells. The possible energy conversion needs to be 
compared with the electricity demand of a single household, this demand is already known from 
section 4.3.2, but it needs to be transformed into [Ah]. This is made by using equation (4.9). 

 , 3
, 10house kWh

day consumption
battery

E
B

U
   (4.9) 

Where Bday,consumption is the average daily energy consumption in form of electricity expressed in 
ampere hours. This value has to be reevaluated since the loss in the system needs to be included. 
The loss considered here is the overall system loss, which includes both wiring and system losses 
(Qoaider, et al., 2010). Calculation is done using equation (4.10). 

 ,

,

day consumption
required

loss system

B
B


  (4.10) 

Where Brequired is the total required ampere hours per day including losses that is needed and ηloss,system 
is the overall system loss. The required solar cell area can then be calculated as in equation (4.11), 
since Brequired is in ampere hours and Bday is in ampere hours per square meter the result will be the 
required area. 
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 required
required

day

B
A

B
  (4.11) 

Where Arequired is the total required solar cell area needed to cover the electricity demand. The 
required number of solar cells can then be determined if a solar cell module is selected. In this 
study the model seen in Table 9 will be used. 

Table 9: Properties of the chosen solar cell module. 

Manufacture Model Dimension Power Current Voltage 
Atersa A-65 1200x526x35 mm 65W  4 A 16,3 V 
     (Atersa, 2006)

Since the area of a single module now is known from the manufacturer, the number of modules 
can be calculated by using equation (4.12). 

 mod
mod

required
ules

ule

A
n

A
  (4.12) 

Where Amodule is the area of a single module and nmodules is the required number of modules. This 
number should be rounded up to the closest integer.  

After the number of solar cells modules is known the required battery capacity needs to be 
calculated. The size of the storage depends on how many hours it should be able to cover the 
demand without any contribution from the solar cell system, as in case of maintenance or longer 
periods with cloudy conditions. For systems with the solar insolation records of Los Tumbos the 
normal storage capacity is three to five days of consumption (Bopp, et al., 1998). The lowest of 
these values will be used in the model, see Table 11. The loss in the system from the battery to 
the household devices also needs to be included in the storage capacity. The losses that will be 
considered here is losses in the inverter, the cables and in the battery itself. Corrections for power 
or temperature deviation will not be explicitly considered, they will be assumed to be included in 
the efficiency constants (Rydh, et al., 2005). The calculation can be done by multiplying the 
average daily consumption with the number of days the energy storage is needed to cover; 
everything is then divided with the efficiency of the different components. The calculation is 
done by using equation (4.13) (Rydh, et al., 2005). 

 ,day consumption
total day

battery inverter cable

B
B n

  
 

 
 (4.13) 

Where Btotal is the needed storage capacity of the batteries, ηbattery is the battery efficiency, ηcable is the 
cable loss, ηinverter is the efficiency of the inverter from DC to AC current and nday is the number of 
days with no contribution from the solar cell modules. If a battery type is known the number of 
batteries can be evaluated. The properties of the battery that will be used in this study can be seen 
in Table 10. 
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Table 10: Properties of the chosen battery 

Manufacture Model Weight Capacity Voltage 
Atersa DELTA-190 30 kg 190 Ah 12 V 
    (Atersa, 2006) 

To calculate the number of batteries that is needed in a single household the total storage 
capacity will be divided with the storage capacity of a single battery, see equation (4.14). 

 total
battery

battery

B
n

B
  (4.14) 

Where nbattery is the total number of batteries and Bbattery is a single battery's storage capacity. The 
number should be rounded off to the larger integer. The values of the parameters that will be 
used in the calculations of equation (4.8)-(4.14) can be seen in Table 11. 

Table 11: Values used in calculations of solar cells. 

Symbol Value Unit 

Amodule 0,631 m2 

Bbattery 1901 Ah

Imin
 4,572 kWh/(m2·day)

nday 33 -
Ubattery 121 V

ηbattery
 0,824 -

ηcable
 0,995 -

ηinverter 0,944 -

ηloss,system 0,756 -
ηsolarcell 0,124 -

1) (Atersa, 2006), 2) (Rivero González, 2012), 3) (Bopp, et al., 1998), 4) (Rydh, et al., 2005), 5) 
(Twidell, et al., 2006), 6) (Qoaider, et al., 2010). 

4.4.1 Sensitivity	analysis	of	the	solar	cells	

There are some environmental aspects that can change in Cuba in the future and one of those is 
the average daily solar insolation. This normally varies over the year and the value used is the 
lowest average monthly value for the last ten years, meaning that this is a factor is likely to 
change; its influence on the results needs to be tested. Another assumption of which the 
sensitivity will be tested is the overall system loss. This is different for all systems and is in the 
calculations estimated. The different variables and the scenarios that will be tested can be seen in 
Table 12. 

Table 12: The different scenarios of the sensitivity analysis for the solar cells. 

Name	 Variable	 Scenario	1	 Scenario	2 Scenario	3 Scenario	4

Insolation	 Imin	 6 kWh/(day∙m2)  3 kWh/(day∙m2)  4,57 kWh/(day∙m2)  4,57 kWh/(day∙m2)

System	loss	 ηloss,system	 0,8  0,8 0,9 0,7 
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4.5 Hydropower	

Since the center of the village is located close to a river its electricity demand could, partially or 
totally, be covered by a micro hydropower plant. To see how much of the demand that can be 
covered the possible power output of the river needs to be determined. This can later be 
compared with the different demand levels; see Table 7, to see how big part of the demand the 
plant can cover. Since no records of the flow rate or the possible development of head exist for 
the river in Los Tumbos these values will have to be estimated. This has been done by using the 
pictures from the site and with consultation with (Rivero González, 2012). In the model it will be 
considered possible to develop a head of 8 m and that the river is estimated to have an average 
flow rate of 40 L/s. To evaluate the electricity output possible from the river the first task is to 
evaluate its design head. This can be done using equation (4.15) (Twidell, et al., 2006). 

 , , ,D HP t HD L HDH H H   (4.15) 

Where HD,HP is the design head of the hydropower plant, Ht,HD is the total available head and 
HL,HD is the losses in the pipes and channels. For a suitable choice of pipework it is possible to 
keep the losses to a level seen in equation (4.16) (Twidell, et al., 2006). 

 ,
, 3

t HD
L HD

H
H   (4.16) 

Since it is important not to underestimate the output of the plant the relationship in equation 
(4.17) will be used in the calculations. 

 ,
, 3

t HD
L HD

H
H   (4.17) 

When the design head is known the maximal output of the plant can be calculated with equation 
(4.18) (RET, 2010). 

 
2 ,HP H O river D HP TP Q g H       (4.18) 

Where PHP is the maximal output capacity, ρH2O is the density of water, Qriver is the flow rate of the 
river, g is the gravity acceleration constant and ηT is the efficiency of the turbine. The efficiency of 
the turbine depends of its properties. For a suitable choice and a rather constant design flow, 
which is assumed in the case of Los Tumbos, this could be kept over 80 % (RET, 2010). The 
value used in calculations can be seen in Table 13. 

If the hydropower plant cannot deliver the peak-demand of the center of the village the use of a 
back-up system could be necessary, sizing of this will not be made in this model. But it is 
however necessary to see if the hydropower plant is able to cover the average daily energy use in 
the center of the village. To do so the total energy in form of electricity that can be converted per 
day from the plant has to be determined, this can be done using equation (4.19), where it is 
assumed that the river has a constant water supply making PHP constant over the day (Cleveland, 
et al., 2006). 

 ,day hydro HP dayE P t   (4.19) 
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Where Eday,hydro is the total daily energy conversion to electricity from the hydropower plant and tday 
is the time, in seconds, of a day. Comparing Eday,hydro with the average daily energy consumption of 
electricity for the center of the village, it can be seen if it can meet the demand or not. The values 
of the parameters that will be used in the calculations of equation (4.15)-(4.19) can be seen in 
Table 13. 

Table 13: Values used in calculations of hydropower. 

Symbol Value Unit 

g 9,811 m/s2 

Ht,HD 8 m
Qriver 0,04 m3/s
tday 86400 s
ηT

 0,82 -

ρH2O 10002 kg/m3 

1) (Havtun, 2010), 2) (RET, 2010) 

4.5.1 Sensitivity	analysis	of	the	hydropower	

In this part of the model there have been assumptions made on the available flow and the 
available head of the river. These were estimated from photos and are therefore very uncertain; 
these need to be tested to verify their impacts on the results. The flow is also a variable that 
normally changes over time and since no records on the flow have been used it is likely that this 
will vary. Both a change in head and flow will be tested in this sensitivity analysis, see Table 14. 

Table 14: The different scenarios of the sensitivity analysis for the hydropower. 

Name	 Variable	 Scenario	1 Scenario	2 Scenario	3 Scenario	4	

Water	flow	 Qriver	 0,04 m3/s 0,04 m3/s 0,02 m3/s 0,06 m3/s 

Available	head	 Ht,HD  10 m 6 m 8 m 8 m 

 

4.6 Solar	water	heater	

In the third demand level the villagers will also be granted access to hot water. It is only the 
collector that will be object of the calculations here; the other components of the system such as 
pipes and accumulator tanks will not be included. To size the collector of a solar water heater 
system the daily amount of energy that is needed to heat the water must be determined. The 
buildings will be equipped separately and by that only heating water for their own need. The 
calculation of the needed energy to heat the water can be done with equation (4.20) (Havtun, 
2010). 

  
2,n joule n H O p consumed inE V C T T      (4.20) 

Where En,joule is the total daily energy needed to heat the water for the n:th building type, Vn is the 
daily water consumption for the n:th building type, ρH2O is the density of water, Cp is the specific 
heat for water, Tin is the temperature of the inlet water to the collector and Tconsumed is the 
consumption temperature of the heated water, consequently it is also the outlet temperature of 
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the solar heater system. The consumption temperature depends on the properties of the chosen 
module, so a model has to be selected to determine this value. The inlet water temperature used 
in the model will be 20°C (Wilson, et al., 2004). The water consumption that will be used for the 
different building types can be seen in with its variable names in Table 16.  

The total daily energy needed will have to be expressed in [kWh] and by using the conversion 
factor from [J] to [kWh] this is done in equation (4.21). 

 ,
, 63,6 10

n joule
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 (4.21) 

Where En,daily is the total daily energy needed to heat the water for the n:th building type expressed 
in [kWh]. When the total energy needed to heat the water is known the sizing of the solar water 
heater can be performed. The overall efficiency of the solar water heater can be determined 
through equation (4.22) (Kalogirou, 2009). 

 2
1 2 min, / 2swh manufactor w mK T K I T          (4.22) 

Where ηswh is the overall efficiency, ηmanufactor is the optimal efficiency specified by the manufactures, 
K1 is the first order loss coefficient, K2 is the second order loss coefficient, T˝ is the heat loss 
parameter and Imin,w/m2 is, the lowest average monthly solar insolation per day and square meter, 
but here expressed in [W/m2]. The constants ηmanufactor, K1 and K2 depends on the properties of the 
selected module and is normally specified by the manufactures, the heat loss parameter needs to 
be calculated and this can be done with equation (4.23) (Kalogirou, 2009). 
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   (4.23) 

Where Ta is the ambient temperature. In Cuba the average ambient temperature that will be used 
in calculations is 25,5°C (Strömdahl, 2010) By using equation (4.23) in equation (4.22) the overall 
efficiency can be determined. When the efficiency is known the total amount of energy absorbed 
by the collector per square meter and day can be calculated with equation (4.24). 

 mincollector swhE I    (4.24) 

Where Ecollector is the energy conversion from one square meter of collector area and day expressed 
in [kWh] and Imin is the average daily insolation per square meter expressed in [kWh]. Now both 
the needed energy conversion per day and the energy conversion that is possible per square meter 
of collectors and day are determined. This implies that the total collector area that is needed can 
be calculated, see equation (4.25). 

 ,
,

n daily
n needed
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A

E
  (4.25) 

Where An,needed is the total needed collector area for the n:th building. If the collector type is 
known the total number of collectors can be calculated with equation (4.26). 
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Where nn,collector is the number of collector modules in the n:th building and Acollector is the area of the 
selected collector. The number should be rounded off to the larger integer. The collector that will 
be used in the calculations can be seen in Table 15. 

Table 15: Properties of the chosen solar heater module. 

Manufacture Model Absorber area ηmanufactor K1 K2 

Roca PS-2 2 m2 0,751 3,622 W/m2K 0,013 W/m2K 
     (Roca, 2006b)

The other values of the parameters that will be used in the calculations of equation (4.20)-(4.26) 
can be seen in Table 16. 

Table 16: Values used in calculations of the solar water heaters. 

Symbol Value Unit 

Acollector 21 m2 

Cp 4200 2 J/(kg·K)
Imin 4,573 kWh/(m2·day)
Imin,w/m2 190 W/m2 

K1 3,6221 W/ (m2·K)
K2 0,0131 W/ (m2·K2)
Ta 298,44 K
Tconsumed 3335 K
Tin 2936 K
Vhospital

 0,0457 m3/day
Vhouse 0,1057 m3/day
Vschool 0,1657 m3/day
ηmanufactor 0,7511 -
ρH2O 10002 kg/m3

1) (Roca, 2006b), 2) (Havtun, 2010), 3) (Rivero González, 2012), 4) (Strömdahl, 2010), 5) (Roca, 
2006a), 6) (Wilson, et al., 2004), 7) (Roca, 2006a). 

4.6.1 Sensitivity	analysis	of	the	solar	water	heaters	

There are two variables that are considered to be more uncertain than the others in this part of 
the model. The water consumption in the different buildings could be increased both due to 
shortcoming of the estimations but also that a future increased life standard could imply that the 
use of hot water will increase. Another environmental aspect that can change in Cuba is the 
average daily solar insolation, so its impacts on the result will also be tested. The different 
scenarios can be seen in Table 17. 
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Table 17: The different scenarios of the sensitivity analysis for the solar water heaters. 

Name	 Variable	 Scenario	1 Scenario	2 Scenario	3 Scenario	4

Hot	water	in	school	 Vschool 0,165 m3/day 0,165 m3/day 0,25 m3/day 0,1m3/day

Hot	water	in	hospital	 Vhospital 0,045m3/day 0,045m3/day 0,1 m3/day 0,02m3/day

Hot	water	in	house	 Vhouse 0,105 m3/day 0,105 m3/day 0,2 m3/day 0,05 m3/day

Solar	insolation	 Imin  6 kWh/(day∙m2) 3 kWh/(day∙m2) 4,57 kWh/(day∙m2)  4,57 kWh/(day∙m2)
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5 Results	

5.1 Results	from	the	model	

The results of the model will be presented mostly in graphs to help the reader to visualize the 
outcome. The first result to be presented is the load curves for the dispersed households in the 
different demand levels. The load curves describe the total power demand of one household for 
every hour of the week, starting with Monday. The load curves for the different demand levels 
can be seen in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Load curves of a single household for the different demand levels. 

Another result from the different demand levels for the dispersed households was the total 
average daily energy demand. The average total daily electrical energy consumption for the 
different demand levels and how the different devices form part of the result can be seen in 
Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Average daily energy consumption in the different demand levels for a single household. 

For the center of the village, which consists of ten households and a number of public buildings, 
the load curve for the different demand levels will also be displayed. The graph shows the 
aggregated hourly power demand for all devices in the different buildings. The load curve for the 
center of the village can be seen in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21: Load curves of the center of the village for the different demand levels. 

The total daily energy demand for the center of the village is also needed to be compared with 
the output capacity of the hydropower plant. Since there are a lot of devices in the different 
buildings it will be difficult to visualize their individual contribution to the result. It will instead 
be the contribution of the different buildings that will be compared, also in a pie chart. The total 
average daily energy consumption for the different demand levels can be seen in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22: Average daily energy consumption in the different demand levels for the center of the village. 

To meet the electricity demand in the dispersed household they will, separately, be equipped with 
solar cell systems, including battery storage. The number of solar cell modules and batteries 
needed to cover the demand of the different demand levels can be seen in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Number of batteries and solar cell modules needed to cover the demand in a single household. 

The hydropower plant will be used to cover the electricity demand in the center of the village. To 
see how big part of the center's power demand the hydropower plant can cover, the maximal 
power output from it will be compared to the power demand in the center of the village in the 
different demand levels, see Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Hydropower conversion rate compared to electricity demand in the different demand levels. 

Another important parameter to examine from the hydropower is its capability of delivering the 
average total daily energy consumption of the center of the village, or if it has to be supplemented 
with another energy conversion system to cover the demand. The total daily energy conversion 
rate of the hydropower plant is compared to the average total daily energy consumption in the 
different levels; this can be seen in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25: Comparison of the daily energy conversion and the electricity demand in the different demand 
levels. 
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To heat the water needed in the third demand level solar water heaters will be used.  The number 
of collectors that is needed in the different buildings to cover their hot water demand can be seen 
in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26: Number of collectors needed to cover the hot water demand. 

5.2 Results	of	the	sensitivity	analysis	for	the	electricity	demand	

In the results of the sensitivity analysis of the electricity demand, the first 24 hours of the second 
demand level for the center of the village will be used as a reference level, to be able to visualize 
the changes. The first result of the analysis shows the changes of the load curve, this can be seen 
in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27: Changes of the load curve in the center of the village for the different scenarios. 

The other part of the result of the analysis is to see how the average total daily energy demand 
changes with the different scenarios; the second demand level is still the undisturbed reference 
value. This can be seen in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Total average electrical demand for the center of the village in the different scenarios. 

5.3 Results	of	the	sensitivity	analysis	for	the	solar	cells	

For the solar cells the overall system efficiency and the average daily insolation per square meter 
and day is tested to see its impacts on the number of needed solar cells. The reference level will 
be the second demand level so the undisturbed value is taken from there. The number of solar 
cell modules needed for the different scenarios can be seen in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29: Number of solar cells needed for the different scenarios. 

5.4 Results	of	the	sensitivity	analysis	for	the	hydropower	

For the hydropower plant a change in head and flow rate will be examined. The undisturbed 
reference level used will be the second demand level for the center of the village. The maximum 
power output for the hydropower plant can be seen in Figure 30, where it can be compared with 
the load curve for the second demand level of the center. 
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Figure 30: Power output for the hydropower plant in the different scenarios. 

The total average daily energy conversion that the hydropower plant is capable of is also a result 
on which the impacts need to be examined. This can be seen in Figure 31. 

 

Figure 31: The average daily energy conversion rate for the hydro power plant in the different scenarios. 

5.5 Results	of	the	sensitivity	analysis	for	the	solar	water	heaters	

For the solar water heaters the sensitivity of the total demand for hot water in the facilities and 
the average daily insolation per square meter will be tested to see its impacts on the results. The 
result of the sensitivity analysis for the different scenarios can be seen in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32: Number of solar water collectors needed in the different scenarios. 
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6 Discussion	
Starting by studying the results of the average daily energy consumption for the single 
households, see Figure 20, shows big differences between the demand levels. The consumption 
increases much between the different demand levels, in particular between the first and the 
second demand level where it increases about ten times; between the second and third level it 
doubles. To understand why the needed electrical energy consumption is vastly increased, Figure 
20 is considered; it shows how big part of the total energy consumption the different appliances 
stands for. The pie chart shows that the water pump stands for 49 % of the total energy 
consumption in the second level and the adding of this from level one to level two can explain 
part of the big change in energy consumption between these levels. In the third level there are 
two appliances that together stand for 61% of the total energy consumption, the water pump and 
the rice cooker. Since smaller energy consumption will imply a smaller amount of needed solar 
cell modules it could be necessary to reevaluate the need of these appliances for the households. 
Another important result is the peak demand for the different levels, as seen in Figure 19. The 
first demand level shows only small variations in the load curve over the week. But both level two 
and three have big variation in the load curve. A smoother load curve for these demand levels is 
desirable since the whole system must be dimensioned for the peak demand, with the additional 
costs that comes with a larger system.   

The number of batteries and solar cell modules needed for the single household's demand levels 
can be seen in Figure 23. It shows that the first level only need one solar cell module and one 
battery, compared to the second level that needs five solar cell modules and two batteries. Since 
every module and battery needed implies an increased implementation cost, decreased electricity 
consumption could help lower the costs of the project. The sensitivity of the number of solar 
cells needed were tested in different scenarios, see Figure 29, it shows that the number of needed 
modules for the second demand level varies from four to eight. It is mainly the insolation that is 
the uncertain variable and since records about the insolation are very good the value used can be 
considered to be rather trustful.  

For the center of the village the total daily electrical consumption is more evenly increased 
between the demand levels, as seen in Figure 22. The maximal demand on the grid is however 
vastly increased between the second and third level from 2873 W to 12474 W, see Figure 21. The 
sensitivity analysis of the model used also shows that both the load curve and the total energy 
demand of the center are sensitive for changes in the power rating and the number of the 
households in the center. How the load curve varies can be seen in Figure 27 and studying Figure 
28 shows that the total energy demand varies between 22 kWh per day and 34 kWh per day in the 
tested scenarios. This means that the exact electrical energy consumption and peak demands can 
be difficult to determine and the use of a safety factor in the dimensioning of the system could be 
considered necessary. Since the hydropower plant, that will be used to electrify the center of the 
village does not have any water storage the potential energy of it cannot be stored. The energy 
can thereby not be converted into electricity in a pace that contributes to the demand on the grid. 
This makes the high peaks seen in Figure 21 a problem. Considering Figure 24 the plant is able to 
deliver a firm power of 1674 W, any peak demand higher than this must be taken from some 
kind of storage or back-up power source. As seen in Figure 25 the average daily energy 
conversion the plant is capable of is 40,2 kWh. The figure also compares the daily energy 
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conversion rate from the plant with the electrical energy demand for the different demand levels. 
For the first and second demand levels the hydropower plant will be able to deliver the average 
daily energy needed but it must be supplied with some kind of storage to cover the peak-demand 
of the center. In the third level the hydropower plant will not be able to deliver neither the 
maximal load nor the average daily energy needed. This means that the hydropower plant must 
be complemented with a back-up system, possibly in form of a diesel set, which can cover the 
peak demands and make sure that enough energy is converted into electricity each day.  

The result of the sensitivity analysis for the possible output from the hydropower plant was 
subject to a sensitivity analysis, studying Figure 30 shows that the maximum power output from 
the plant is strongly dependent on the available water head and on the flow of the river. Both of 
these variables were also estimated in the study, making the values uncertain. The variations that 
were tested, see Figure 30, shows that the maximum power output varies from 837 W up to 2511 
W in the different scenarios. The sensitivity analysis also shows, see Figure 31, that the total daily 
electricity generation varies from 20,0 kWh per day up to 60,3 kWh per day. This means that an 
investment in a hydropower plant cannot be made before the actual flow rate has been measured 
over a longer time period and the available head has been properly measured onsite. It could also 
be necessary to include the variation in water flow over time or a safety factor in the model. This 
is since the actual water flow in the river would not be constant over time, and assuming so could 
underestimate the system.  

The third demand level includes hot water in the school, the hospital and for domestic use. To 
heat the water solar water heaters will be used. The number of collectors needed, see Figure 26, 
varies between one and two in the different buildings. The need of hot water in a rural location 
of a hot country like Cuba could be questioned; the use of hot water is not common even in the 
cities. But since hot water is included in the third demand level which contributes to a high 
Cuban life style including it can be considered comprehensible. The result of the number of 
collectors that are needed was also tested in the sensitivity analysis. It showed that the use of hot 
water varies much with the number of persons using hot water in the buildings and, as seen in 
Figure 32, an increased or decreased hot water use has big impacts on the number of collectors 
that are needed.  

Another basic data needed to make a proper choice of a suitable demand level for Los Tumbos is 
the economics available. This is since the available economic resources will tell which demand 
level that is affordable for the village. If the villagers could make the decision without considering 
the economics of it they would probably want the highest standard possible. The villagers of Los 
Tumbos are however very poor and if they are to pay for the system themselves the economics 
would be the limiting parameter. Generally in Cuba the state give financial support with the 
implementation, and the suitable demand level would therefore depend on the size of their 
support and which demand level the state finds most suitable for Los Tumbos. In addition of 
that other financial help could come from the UNDP or other developing projects in Cuba. An 
important conclusion from this is that before a selection of a proper demand level can be made, 
the study needs to be completed with an economical study of the village. 

There have also been a lot of assumptions made in the study that needs to be discussed. When 
the different demand levels were set up it was assumed that the devices would be used in a similar 
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way in all of the households in the center, there is also the same kind of devices in all of them. 
This is not the case in reality; the model could therefore be improved by extending it to consider 
usage times more at random for the households in the center. Another aspect that needs to be 
considered in the model is how the village will develop in the long run. Will people move from or 
to the village, and from or to its center? When implementing a new energy system it is important 
that it is capable of handling a future increase in electricity demand that immigration to the village 
can involve. The model should therefore be extended to include this parameter. 

A simplification that was made in the model was the fact that there presently are no electricity 
conversion systems to be found in the village. This is not true since some of the public buildings 
do have solar cell systems and if these are included in the model a part of the needed electricity 
would already be supplied, lowering the size of the needed energy conversion facilities. It has also 
been assumed that the electricity consumption is uniform during the year. During the coffee 
harvest however a lot of people temporarily move to the village to work. This will temporarily 
increase the electricity demand. This change in electricity consumption over the year is presently 
not a part of the model, but if the system is to be properly sized this demand variation should be 
a part of the model.  

The electricity needed to operate the pumps that are used to elevate water in some of the 
buildings has been vastly overestimated. This is since the shortest time period included in the 
model is one hour. To be able to use the real pump time for the needed amount of water the 
scale of the model would have to be lowered to a minute scale. Another option would have been 
to use a pump with a power rating that would make the pumping to take exactly one hour for the 
needed amount of water, but in the model a fixed pump size were used. The sensitivity of the 
water demand was never tested. This is since an increased water demand would imply an 
extended pump time or an increased power rating on the pump. Increased or decreased power 
rating on the pump was a part of the sensitivity analysis and by that this parameter has already 
been tested for its sensitivity. 

In the calculations a lot of facts about the nature assets in the village have been estimated. The 
number of insolation hours was assumed to be constant during the year. This is not the case, but 
since the lowest average value have been used, the system should have been properly sized. The 
solar insolation records that were used are fairly reliable since it is based on a ten year average 
record. The temperature of the water and the air in Cuba could also change over the year, they 
were assumed to be constant in the model. The impacts of changes in the temperatures have not 
been tested, the values were used in the calculations of the solar water heaters and it was assumed 
that the water consumption was a bigger source of error to include in the sensitivity analysis.  

Assumptions have also been made about the losses in the different systems. The losses are hard 
to estimate since they depend on a lot of factors about the systems and its components. The 
values used are estimations and their impacts on the results were tested for the solar cells, see 
Figure 29, showing that a variation did not have that big impact on the system. A change from 
0,7 to 0,9 in overall system efficiency only gave need for one more solar cell module.  
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7 Conclusion	and	future	work	

7.1 Conclusions	

 The model that was set up can be used to estimate the sizes of the energy conversion 
facilities, but only in a pilot study, before an investment is made the model must be 
adjusted to remove the present sensitivity in some variables. 

 The different demand levels contributes to the different life styles in a good manor, a 
decision in a possible demand level for Los Tumbos cannot be chosen without 
investigating the economics of the different techniques used to convert the energy into 
electricity. 

 A decision of the techniques that will suite Los Tumbos the best have been broken down 
into the use of solar cell and solar thermal techniques as well as hydropower. 

 An size estimation of the facilities needed were made, but before an investment can take 
place a comparison between different manufactures and models needs to be done. The 
system must also be size estimated using more exact calculations. 

7.2 Future	work	

Future studies should continue were this study ends. The economics of the systems must be 
investigated and how a possible financing of the project could be made. This could for example 
include the Cuban government or by participating in UN projects or projects financed from 
other countries. 

The solar cell techniques will also need to be investigated in more detail. It is important that other 
design parameters than those included in this study are examined. It is also important to find a 
manufactures that can deliver a system that suites the conditions in Los Tumbos. Another aspect 
is the future maintenance of the solar cell systems and its components. Who will be responsible 
to deliver spare parts and how will the knowledge of how the solar cell system functions be 
spread among the villagers.  

The hydropower plant will also need to be closer examined. The flow rate and available head of 
the river needs to be measured on site and over a longer time period. The system will also have to 
be designed more in detail, so that all the losses of the system is taken into calculations, the 
choice of a suitable turbine technique needs to be included in these calculations. The 
transmission system in the center of the village and the losses in this could be another aspect. 
The need of a back-up power system for the hydropower plant was explored in this study. But 
which kind of system and the size of it could also be a part of a future study.  
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9 Appendix	

9.1 		Survey	of	Los	Tumbos	

Nr. Question Answer options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

1 Code   - - - - - - - - - - 
2 Date   - - - - - - - - - - 
3 Interviewer   x01 x02 x03 x04 x05 x06 x07 x08 x09 x10 

4 Gender? 
1. Female   1 1 1 1   1 1     
2. Male 1         1     1 1 

5 Which services do you have? 

1. Health center 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2. Education 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3. Electricity                     
4. Water pumping                     
5. Telephone                     

6 Municipality? San Cristobal - - - - - - - - - - 
7 Country? Cuba - - - - - - - - - - 
8 Province? Pinar del Río - - - - - - - - - - 
9 Community? Los Tumbos - - - - - - - - - - 
10 Inhabitants? 240 - - - - - - - - - - 
11 Community area? 2 km^2 - - - - - - - - - - 
12 Types of modern technology? Solar cells - - - - - - - - - - 
13 Distance between the village and the main road (km)? 5 - - - - - - - - - - 
14 Distance between the village and the electrical grid (km)? 5 - - - - - - - - - - 
15 Distance to the closest community? 13 - - - - - - - - - - 

16 Which sectors do you give priority to? 

1. Hospital  1 1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 

2. School  1 1 1 1   1 1   1   

3. Residential 1 1 1 1 1   1   1   

4. Water pumping     1               

5. Street lightning               1     

6. Commerce     1               
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7. Rural industries                     
8. Machinery                     

17 How many hours per week are devoted to collect firewood?   7 14 21 0 12 14 16 21 14 21 
18 How many hours per week are devoted to collect water?   12 8 28 8 8 4   84 84 0 

19 
Total spare time in your household after the work day (night time is not 
included) 

  
3 3 2 2 2 2 3 4 0 6 

20 How many in your household have any health problem?    2 1 2 0 2 0 1 4 2 0 

21 Which health services guarantee the health of the community? 

1. Health center with maternity 
and dental service - - - - - - - - - - 
2. Hospital - - - - - - - - - - 
3. Doctor with limited service - - - - - - - - - - 

4. None - - - - - - - - - - 

22 Have any one in your family moved from the community the last year? 
1. Yes   1     1       1   

2. No 1   1 1   1 1 1   1 
3. If yes, state how many   2     1       3   

23 
Which resources do you want to use in order to produce energy or 
electricity? 

1. Stream or waterfall 1 1 1 1 1   1   1   
2. Forest (Biomass)           1 1 1 1 1 
3. The landscape             1   1   
4. Plants and animals             1   1   
5. Soil             1   1   
6. Mountain             1   1   
7. Other special element                     
8. None                     

24 How do you value the landscape in the community and its surroundings? 

1. Little importance       1       1     
2. Important 1   1   1 1     1 1 
3. Essential             1       
4. Irreplaceable                     

25 How many persons live in your household?   3 3 5 4 4 2 3 5 3 3 

26 In which educational level is the members in your household? 
1. None     1   1 1   3 1 1 

2. Primary     1 4       1 1 1 

3. Secondary 3   1   1 1 2   1   
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4. Further technical education   3 1   1   1       

5. Superior     1   1     1   1 

27 Which activities contribute the most to the economy of your family? 

1. Farming 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   1 1 
2. Fishing                     
3. Industrial                     
4. Tourism                     
5. Mining                     
6. Rural industry                     
7. Handicraft                     
8. Commerce and Services               1     
9. Other                     

28 Do you possess any animals? 
1. Yes         1 1 1 1     
2. No 1 1 1 1         1 1 

29 What is your total monthly family income? (national currency)   700   600 450   340 350 340 365 519 

30 What are your loan opportunities? 

1. Cooperatives                     
2. Banks         1       1 1 
3. Family           1   1     
4. Money-lenders                     
5. Others                     
6. None                     

31 

Which of the following natural resources exists in your community? 1. Firewood 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1   1 

Availability:  2. Water 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 2   3 

(1) Abundant 3. Insolation hours 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 3 1 2 

(2) Sufficiently 4. Wind 3 3 3 3 3   1 1   3 

(3) Limited 5. Agriculture waste 4 3 4 4 3           

(4) None 6. Other cultivation 3   4               

(5) Other 7. Streams or waterfalls 4   4   4   1 1     
                                                                                        8. Other                     

32 Do the women participate in common decisions? 
1. Yes 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2. No                     

33 How many local and regional organizations exist  in your community? 1. CDR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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2. FMC 1 1 1 1 1   1   1 1 
3. PCC   1     1 1 1       
4. UJC   1     1 1     1   
5. ANAP 1 1 1 1 1 1     1 1 
6. CTC 1 1 1 1 1 1     1 1 
7. Others (specify)                     

34 
Do you have any political membership? 

1. Yes   1     1 1 1   1   
2. No 1   1 1       1   1 

35 Is the community located in a protected area? No - - - - - - - - - - 
36 Number of households? 80 - - - - - - - - - - 

  =Only filled out by community boss 
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9.2 Matlab	code	for	calculation	of	the	different	demand	levels	
clc; close all; clear all 
P_Lamp=8;               %Effect of Lamp in watt 
P_Radio=20;             %Effect of Radio in watt 
P_TV1=48;               %Effect of the 19" TV in watt 
P_TV2=122;              %Effect of the 32" TV in watt 
P_Fan=55;               %Effect of Fan in watt 
P_F_F1=26;              %Effect of the small combined fridge and freezer in 
watt 
P_F_F2=90;              %Effect of the big combined fridge and freezer in 
watt 
P_Fridge=37.5;          %Effect of Fridge in watt 
P_Freezer=90;           %Effect of Freezer in watt 
P_DVD=8;                %Effect of DVD in watt 
P_Fluorescent=18;       %Effect of Fluorescent light in watt 
P_autoclave=1900;       %Effect of autoclave in watt 
P_Rice=700;             %Effect of Rice cooker in watt 
P_Pump=580;             %Effect of Water pump in watt 
P_Pump_centerhouse=58;  %Effect of Water pump in watt changed so that all 
pumps not will be on during the same time in the village 
P_Projector=285;        %Effect of projector in watt 
P_PL=48;                %Effect of Public light in watt 
P_AC=1450;              %Effect of AC in watt 
  
Time=1:168;         %Total time of the model 
%% Level 1 
%% House (no difference between houses in center and those spread out) 
  
n_House_Lamp1=2;                        %Number of lamps in the house on 
the first level 
n_House_Radio1=1;                       %Number of radios in the house on 
the first level 
  
P_House1=zeros(2,168);                  %Creating a vector with zeroes 
meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_House1(1,:)=P_Lamp*n_House_Lamp1;     %Filling the first row with the 
power demand of the lamps 
P_House1(2,:)=P_Radio*n_House_Radio1;   %Filling the second row with the 
power demand of the radios 
  
t_House_weekday1=zeros(2,24);   %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_House_weekday1(1,19:22)=1;    %Activation times for the lamps on weekdays 
in the first level 
t_House_weekday1(2,19:20)=1;    %Activation times for the radios on 
weekdays in the first level 
  
t_House_weekend1=zeros(2,24);   %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_House_weekend1(1,19:22)=1;    %Activation times for the lamps on weekends 
in the first level 
t_House_weekend1(2,14:20)=1;    %Activation times for the radios on 
weekends in the first level 
  
t_House_week1=[t_House_weekday1 t_House_weekday1 t_House_weekday1 
t_House_weekday1 t_House_weekday1 t_House_weekend1 t_House_weekend1]; 
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%Adding the different days in a vector for the first level that totally 
contains of 168 hours 
  
P_House_tot1=P_House1.*t_House_week1;               %Multiplying the hourly 
demand of the different devices with its activision hours 
P_House_all1=P_House_tot1(1,:)+P_House_tot1(2,:);   %Summarizing the 
demands for the different devices hourly giving a vector with the total 
demand each hour 
  
%% Hospital 
n_Hospital_Fluorescent1=4;  %Number of fluorescent lamps in the hospital on 
the first level 
n_Hospital_F_F11=1;         %Number of fridges in the hospital on the first 
level 
n_Hospital_autoclave1=1;    %Number of autoclaves in the hospital on the 
first level 
  
P_Hospital1=zeros(3,168);                                   %Creating a 
vector with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Hospital1(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Hospital_Fluorescent1;     %Filling the 
first row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_Hospital1(2,:)=P_F_F1*n_Hospital_F_F11;                   %Filling the 
second row with the power demand of the fridge 
P_Hospital1(3,:)=P_autoclave*n_Hospital_autoclave1;         %Filling the 
third row with the power demand of the autoclave 
  
t_Hospital_day1=zeros(3,24);    %Time vector for a normal day with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_Hospital_day1(1,9:16)=1;      %Activation time for the fluorescent lamps 
in the first level 
t_Hospital_day1(2,1:24)=1;      %Activation time for the fridge in the 
first level 
t_Hospital_day1(3,13)=1;        %Activation times for the autoclave in the 
first level 
  
  
t_Hospital_week1=[t_Hospital_day1 t_Hospital_day1 t_Hospital_day1 
t_Hospital_day1 t_Hospital_day1 t_Hospital_day1 t_Hospital_day1]; %Adding 
the different days in a vector for the first level that totally contains of 
168 hours 
  
P_Hospital_tot1=P_Hospital1.*t_Hospital_week1;                                      
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activision 
hours 
P_Hospital_all1=P_Hospital_tot1(1,:)+P_Hospital_tot1(2,:)+P_Hospital_tot1(3
,:);     %Summarizing the demands for the different devices hourly giving a 
vector with the total demand each hour 
%% Store 
n_Store_Fluorescent1=4;     %Number of fluorescent lamps in the store on 
the first level 
  
P_Store1=zeros(1,168);                              %Creating a vector with 
zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Store1(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Store_Fluorescent1;   %Filling the first row 
with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
  
t_Store_weekday1=zeros(1,24);       %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
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t_Store_weekday1(1,9:19)=1;         %Activation time for the fluorescent 
lamps in the first level 
  
t_Store_weekend1=zeros(1,24);       %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
  
t_Store_week1=[t_Store_weekday1 t_Store_weekday1 t_Store_weekday1 
t_Store_weekday1 t_Store_weekday1 t_Store_weekend1 t_Store_weekend1]; 
%Adding the different days in a vector for the first level that totally 
contains of 168 hours 
  
P_Store_tot1=P_Store1.*t_Store_week1;  %Multiplying the hourly demand of 
the different devices with its activation hours 
P_Store_all1=P_Store_tot1(1,:);        %Summarizing the demands for the 
different devices hourly giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
%% Social club 
n_Social_Fluorescent1=4;  %Number of fluorescent lamps in the social club 
on the first level 
n_Social_TV11=1;          %Number of TVs in the social club on the first 
level 
  
P_Social1=zeros(2,168);                                 %Creating a vector 
with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Social1(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Social_Fluorescent1;     %Filling the first 
row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_Social1(2,:)=P_TV1*n_Social_TV11;                     %Filling the second 
row with the power demand of the TV 
  
t_Social_weekday1=zeros(2,24);      %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_Social_weekday1(1,19:20)=1;       %Activation time for the fluorescent 
lamps in the first level 
t_Social_weekday1(2,12:23)=1;       %Activation time for the TV in the 
first level 
  
t_Social_weekend1=zeros(2,24);      %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_Social_weekend1(1,18:23)=1;       %Activation time for the fluorescent 
lamps on weekends in the first level 
t_Social_weekend1(2,12:23)=1;       %Activation time for the TV on weekends 
in the first level 
  
t_Social_week1=[t_Social_weekday1 t_Social_weekday1 t_Social_weekday1 
t_Social_weekday1 t_Social_weekday1 t_Social_weekend1 t_Social_weekend1]; 
%Adding the different days in a vector for the first level that totally 
contains of 168 hours 
  
P_Social_tot1=P_Social1.*t_Social_week1;                %Multiplying the 
hourly demand of the different devices with its activision hours 
P_Social_all1=P_Social_tot1(1,:)+P_Social_tot1(2,:);    %Summarizing the 
demands for the different devices hourly giving a vector with the total 
demand each hour 
%% School 
  
n_School_Fluorescent1=6;        %Number of fluorescent lamps in the school 
on the first level 
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n_School_TV11=1;                %Number of TVs in the school on the first 
level 
n_School_DVD1=1;                %Number of DVDs in the school on the first 
level 
  
P_School1=zeros(3,168);                                 %Creating a vector 
with zeroes ment for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_School1(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_School_Fluorescent1;     %Filling the first 
row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_School1(2,:)=P_TV1*n_School_TV11;                     %Filling the second 
row with the power demand of the TV 
P_School1(3,:)=P_DVD*n_School_DVD1;                     %Filling the third 
row with the power demand of the DVD 
  
t_School_weekday1=zeros(3,24);          %Time vector for a normal weekday 
with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day 
as columns 
t_School_weekday1(1,9:14)=1;            %Activation time for the 
fluorescent lamps on weekdays in the first level 
t_School_weekday1(2,10:11)=1;           %One of the activation times for 
the TV in the first level 
t_School_weekday1(2,13:14)=1;           %The other activation time for the 
TV in the first level 
t_School_weekday1(3,10:11)=1;           %One of the activation times for 
the DVD in the first level 
t_School_weekday1(3,13:14)=1;           %The other activation time for the 
DVD in the first level 
  
t_School_weekend1=zeros(3,24);       %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
  
t_School_week1=[t_School_weekday1 t_School_weekday1 t_School_weekday1 
t_School_weekday1 t_School_weekday1 t_School_weekend1 t_School_weekend1]; 
%Adding the different days in a vector for the first level that totally 
contains of 168 hours 
  
P_School_tot1=P_School1.*t_School_week1;                                    
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activision 
hours 
P_School_all1=P_School_tot1(1,:)+P_School_tot1(2,:)+P_School_tot1(3,:);     
%Summarizing the demands for the different devices hourly giving a vector 
with the total demand each hour 
  
%% Summarize of values 
Total_P_center1=P_School_all1+P_Social_all1+P_Store_all1+P_Hospital_all1+P_
House_all1*10;   %Summarize the total power hourly power demand in the 
center 
E_total_center1=((sum(Total_P_center1))/168)*24/1000;                                   
%The average daily energy demand in the center of the village 
E_total_house1=((sum(P_House_all1))/168)*24/1000;                                       
%The average daily energy demand in a house 
%% plot 
figure(1) 
area(Time,Total_P_center1,'LineWidth',1.5,'FaceColor',[0.756862759590149 
0.866666674613953 0.776470601558685]) 
hold on 
plot(Time,P_School_all1,Time,P_Social_all1,Time,P_Store_all1,Time,P_Hospita
l_all1,Time,P_House_all1*10); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:24:168) 
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set(gca,'XGrid','on') 
xlabel('Time (Hours)') 
ylabel('Power (Watt)') 
title({'LEVEL 1';'Plot of power demand'}) 
legend('Total power demand in center of village','School´s power 
demand','Social Club´s power demand','Store´s power demand','Hospital´s 
power demand','House´s total power demand (10 
Households)','Location','NorthEastOutside') 
  
figure(2) 
plot(Time,P_House_all1); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:12:168) 
xlabel('Time (Hours)') 
ylabel('Power (Watt)') 
title({'LEVEL 1';'Plot of power demand in single household'}) 
  
%% Information 
disp([' Maximum power demand in Level 1 in center of village is ', 
num2str(max(Total_P_center1)), ' W']) 
disp([' Maximum power demand in Level 1 in a single household is ', 
num2str(max(P_House_all1)), ' W']) 
disp([' Average daily energy demand in Level 1 in center of village is ', 
num2str(E_total_center1), ' kWh']) 
disp([' Average daily energy demand in Level 1 in a single household is ', 
num2str(E_total_house1), ' kWh']) 
  
%% LEVEL 2 
%% Single House 
  
n_House_Lamp2=4;     %Number of lamps in the house on the second level 
n_House_Radio2=1;    %Number of radios in the house on the second level 
n_House_TV12=1;      %Number of TVs in the house on the second level 
n_House_Fan2=1;      %Number of fans in the house on the second level 
n_House_waterpump2=1;%Number of water pumps in the house on the second 
level 
  
P_House2=zeros(5,168);                  %Creating a vector with zeroes 
meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_House2(1,:)=P_Lamp*n_House_Lamp2;     %Filling the first row with the 
power demand of the lamps 
P_House2(2,:)=P_Radio*n_House_Radio2;   %Filling the second row with the 
power demand of the radio 
P_House2(3,:)=P_TV1*n_House_TV12;       %Filling the third row with the 
power demand of the TV 
P_House2(4,:)=P_Fan*n_House_Fan2;       %Filling the fourth row with the 
power demand of the fan 
P_House2(5,:)=P_Pump*n_House_waterpump2;%Filling the fifth row with the 
power demand of the water pump 
  
t_House_weekday2=zeros(5,24);       %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_House_weekday2(1,19:22)=1;        %Activation times for the lamps on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_House_weekday2(2,19:20)=1;        %Activation times for the radio on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_House_weekday2(3,20:21)=1;        %Activation times for the TV on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_House_weekday2(4,14:18)=1;        %Activation times for the fan on 
weekdays in the second level 
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t_House_weekday2(5,1)=1;            %Activation times for the water pump on 
weekdays in the second level 
  
t_House_weekend2=zeros(5,24);       %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_House_weekend2(1,18:23)=1;        %Activation times for the lamps on 
weekends in the second level 
t_House_weekend2(2,14:18)=1;        %Activation times for the radio on 
weekends in the second level 
t_House_weekend2(3,18:21)=1;        %Activation times for the TV on 
weekends in the second level 
t_House_weekend2(4,10:14)=1;        %Activation times for the fan on 
weekends in the second level 
t_House_weekend2(5,1)=1;            %Activation times for the water pump on 
weekends in the second level 
  
t_House_week2=[t_House_weekday2 t_House_weekday2 t_House_weekday2 
t_House_weekday2 t_House_weekday2 t_House_weekend2 t_House_weekend2]; 
%Adding the different activation times for each day in a vector for the 
second level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_House_tot2=P_House2.*t_House_week2;                                                  
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activation 
hours 
P_House_all2=P_House_tot2(1,:)+P_House_tot2(2,:)+P_House_tot2(3,:)+P_House_
tot2(4,:)+P_House_tot2(5,:);       %Summarizing the demands for the 
different devices hourly giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
  
%% Center house 
n_CHouse_Lamp2=4;     %Number of lamps in the house on the second level 
n_CHouse_Radio2=1;    %Number of radios in the house on the second level 
n_CHouse_TV12=1;      %Number of TVs in the house on the second level 
n_CHouse_Fan2=1;      %Number of fans in the house on the second level 
n_CHouse_waterpump2=1;%Number of water pumps in the house on the second 
level 
  
P_CHouse2=zeros(5,168);                                 %Creating a vector 
with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_CHouse2(1,:)=P_Lamp*n_CHouse_Lamp2;                   %Filling the first 
row with the power demand of the lamps 
P_CHouse2(2,:)=P_Radio*n_CHouse_Radio2;                 %Filling the second 
row with the power demand of the radio 
P_CHouse2(3,:)=P_TV1*n_CHouse_TV12;                     %Filling the third 
row with the power demand of the TV 
P_CHouse2(4,:)=P_Fan*n_CHouse_Fan2;                     %Filling the fourth 
row with the power demand of the fan 
P_CHouse2(5,:)=P_Pump_centerhouse*n_CHouse_waterpump2;  %Filling the fifth 
row with the power demand of the water pump 
  
t_CHouse_weekday2=zeros(5,24);       %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_CHouse_weekday2(1,19:22)=1;        %Activation times for the lamps on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_CHouse_weekday2(2,19:20)=1;        %Activation times for the radio on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_CHouse_weekday2(3,20:21)=1;        %Activation times for the TV on 
weekdays in the second level 
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t_CHouse_weekday2(4,14:18)=1;        %Activation times for the fan on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_CHouse_weekday2(5,1:10)=1;         %Activation times for the water pump 
on weekdays in the second level 
  
t_CHouse_weekend2=zeros(5,24);       %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_CHouse_weekend2(1,18:23)=1;        %Activation times for the lamps on 
weekends in the second level 
t_CHouse_weekend2(2,14:18)=1;        %Activation times for the radio on 
weekends in the second level 
t_CHouse_weekend2(3,18:21)=1;        %Activation times for the TV on 
weekends in the second level 
t_CHouse_weekend2(4,10:14)=1;        %Activation times for the fan on 
weekends in the second level 
t_CHouse_weekend2(5,1:10)=1;         %Activation times for the water pump 
on weekends in the second level 
  
t_CHouse_week2=[t_CHouse_weekday2 t_CHouse_weekday2 t_CHouse_weekday2 
t_CHouse_weekday2 t_CHouse_weekday2 t_CHouse_weekend2 t_CHouse_weekend2]; 
%Adding the different activation times for each day in a vector for the 
second level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_CHouse_tot2=P_CHouse2.*t_CHouse_week2;                                               
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activation 
hours 
P_CHouse_all2=P_CHouse_tot2(1,:)+P_CHouse_tot2(2,:)+P_CHouse_tot2(3,:)+P_CH
ouse_tot2(4,:)+P_CHouse_tot2(5,:);       %Summarizing the demands for the 
different devices hourly giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
  
%% Hospital 
n_Hospital_Fluorescent2=4;      %Number of fluorescent lamps in the 
hospital on the second level 
n_Hospital_P_F_F22=1;           %Number of fridges in the hospital on the 
second level 
n_Hospital_autoclave2=1;        %Number of autoclaves in the hospital on 
the second level 
n_Hospital_Lamp2=4;             %Number of freezers in the hospital on the 
second level 
n_Hospital_Waterpump2=1;        %Number of water pumps in the hospital on 
the second level 
  
  
P_Hospital2=zeros(5,168);                                   %Creating a 
vector with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Hospital2(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Hospital_Fluorescent2;     %Filling the 
first row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_Hospital2(2,:)=P_F_F2*n_Hospital_P_F_F22;                 %Filling the 
second row with the power demand of the fridge 
P_Hospital2(3,:)=P_autoclave*n_Hospital_autoclave2;         %Filling the 
third row with the power demand of the autoclave 
P_Hospital2(4,:)=P_Lamp*n_Hospital_Lamp2;                   %Filling the 
fourth row with the power demand of the freezer 
P_Hospital2(5,:)=P_Pump*n_Hospital_Waterpump2;              %Filling the 
fifth row with the power demand of the water pump 
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t_Hospital_day2=zeros(5,24);    %Time vector for a normal day with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_Hospital_day2(1,9:16)=1;      %Activation times for the fluorescent lamps 
on a day in the second level 
t_Hospital_day2(2,1:24)=1;      %Activation times for the fridge on a day 
in the second level 
t_Hospital_day2(3,13)=1;        %Activation time for the autoclave on a day 
in the second level 
t_Hospital_day2(4,9:16)=1;      %Activation time for the freezer on a day 
in the second level 
t_Hospital_day2(5,5:6)=1;       %Activation time for the water pump on a 
day in the second level 
  
  
t_Hospital_week2=[t_Hospital_day2 t_Hospital_day2 t_Hospital_day2 
t_Hospital_day2 t_Hospital_day2 t_Hospital_day2 t_Hospital_day2]; %Adding 
the different activation times for each day in a vector for the second 
level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_Hospital_tot2=P_Hospital2.*t_Hospital_week2;                                         
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activation 
hours 
P_Hospital_all2=P_Hospital_tot2(1,:)+P_Hospital_tot2(2,:)+P_Hospital_tot2(3
,:)+P_Hospital_tot2(4,:)+P_Hospital_tot2(5,:);    %Summarizing the demands 
for the different devices hourly giving a vector with the total demand each 
hour 
%% Store 
n_Store_Fluorescent2=4;     %Number of fluorescent lamps in the store on 
the second level 
n_Store_F_F22=1;            %Number of fridges in the store on the second 
level 
n_Store_Fan2=1;             %Number of freezers in the store on the second 
level 
  
P_Store2=zeros(3,168);                              %Creating a vector with 
zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Store2(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Store_Fluorescent2;   %Filling the first row 
with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_Store2(2,:)=P_F_F2*n_Store_F_F22;                 %Filling the second row 
with the power demand of the fridge 
P_Store2(3,:)=P_Fan*n_Store_Fan2;                   %Filling the third row 
with the power demand of the freezer 
  
t_Store_weekday2=zeros(3,24);   %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_Store_weekday2(1,9:19)=1;     %Activation times for the fluorescent lamps 
on weekdays in the second level 
t_Store_weekday2(2,1:24)=1;     %Activation times for the fridges on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_Store_weekday2(3,9:18)=1;     %Activation times for the fan on weekdays 
in the second level 
  
t_Store_weekend2=zeros(3,24);   %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
  
t_Store_week2=[t_Store_weekday2 t_Store_weekday2 t_Store_weekday2 
t_Store_weekday2 t_Store_weekday2 t_Store_weekend2 t_Store_weekend2]; 
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%Adding the different activation times for each day in a vector for the 
second level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_Store_tot2=P_Store2.*t_Store_week2;                                       
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activation 
hours    
P_Store_all2=P_Store_tot2(1,:)+P_Store_tot2(2,:)+P_Store_tot2(3,:);         
%Summarizing the demands for the different devices hourly giving a vector 
with the total demand each hour 
  
%% Social club 
n_Social_Fluorescent2=4;    %Number of fluorescent lamps in the social club 
on the second level 
n_Social_TV22=1;            %Number of TVs in the social club on the second 
level 
n_Social_DVD2=1;            %Number of DVDs in the social club on the 
second level 
  
P_Social2=zeros(3,168);                                 %Creating a vector 
with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Social2(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Social_Fluorescent2;     %Filling the first 
row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_Social2(2,:)=P_TV2*n_Social_TV22;                     %Filling the second 
row with the power demand of the TV 
P_Social2(3,:)=P_DVD*n_Social_DVD2;                     %Filling the third 
row with the power demand of the DVD 
  
t_Social_weekday2=zeros(3,24);      %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_Social_weekday2(1,12:23)=1;       %Activation time for the fluorescent 
lamps in the second level 
t_Social_weekday2(2,18:21)=1;       %Activation time for the TV in the 
second level 
t_Social_weekday2(3,18:21)=1;       %Activation time for the DVD in the 
second level 
  
t_Social_weekend2=zeros(3,24);      %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_Social_weekend2(1,12:23)=1;       %Activation time for the fluorescent 
lamps on weekends in the second level 
t_Social_weekend2(2,18:23)=1;       %Activation time for the TV on weekends 
in the second level 
t_Social_weekend2(3,18:23)=1;       %Activation time for the DVD on 
weekends in the second level 
  
t_Social_week2=[t_Social_weekday2 t_Social_weekday2 t_Social_weekday2 
t_Social_weekday2 t_Social_weekday2 t_Social_weekend2 t_Social_weekend2]; 
%Adding the different days in a vector for the second level that totally 
contains of 168 hours 
  
P_Social_tot2=P_Social2.*t_Social_week2;                                   
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activation 
hours 
P_Social_all2=P_Social_tot2(1,:)+P_Social_tot2(2,:)+P_Social_tot2(3,:);    
%Summarizing the demands for the different devices hourly giving a vector 
with the total demand each hour 
%% School 
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n_School_Fluorescent2=6;         %Number of fluorescent lamps in the school 
on the second level 
n_School_TV22=1;                 %Number of TVs in the school on the second 
level 
n_School_DVD2=1;                 %Number of DVDs in the school on the 
second level 
n_School_Fan2=4;                 %Number of fans in the school on the 
second level 
n_School_Lamp2=4;                %Number of lamps in the school on the 
second level 
n_School_Waterpump2=1;           %Number of water pumps in the school on 
the second level 
  
P_School2=zeros(6,168);                                 %Creating a vector 
with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_School2(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_School_Fluorescent2;     %Filling the first 
row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_School2(2,:)=P_TV2*n_School_TV22;                     %Filling the second 
row with the power demand of the TV 
P_School2(3,:)=P_DVD*n_School_DVD2;                     %Filling the third 
row with the power demand of the DVD 
P_School2(4,:)=P_Fan*n_School_Fan2;                     %Filling the fourth 
row with the power demand of the fans 
P_School2(5,:)=P_Lamp*n_School_Lamp2;                   %Filling the fifth 
row with the power demand of the lamps 
P_School2(6,:)=P_Lamp*n_School_Lamp2;                   %Filling the sixth 
row with the power demand of the water pump 
  
t_School_weekday2=zeros(6,24);          %Time vector for a normal weekday 
with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day 
as columns 
t_School_weekday2(1,9:14)=1;            %Activation time for the 
fluorescent lamps on weekdays in the second level 
t_School_weekday2(2,10:11)=1;           %One of the activation times for 
the TV in the second level 
t_School_weekday2(2,13:14)=1;           %The other activation time for the 
TV in the second level 
t_School_weekday2(3,10:11)=1;           %One of the activation times for 
the DVD in the second level 
t_School_weekday2(3,13:14)=1;           %The other activation time for the 
DVD in the second level 
t_School_weekday2(4,9:15)=1;            %Activation time for the fans on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_School_weekday2(5,9:14)=1;            %Activation time for the lamps on 
weekdays in the second level 
t_School_weekday2(6,2)=1;               %Activation time for the water pump 
on weekdays in the second level 
  
t_School_weekend2=zeros(6,24);       %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_School_week2=[t_School_weekday2 t_School_weekday2 t_School_weekday2 
t_School_weekday2 t_School_weekday2 t_School_weekend2 t_School_weekend2]; 
%Adding the different activation times for each day in a vector for the 
second level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_School_tot2=P_School2.*t_School_week2;      %Multiplying the hourly 
demand of the different devices with its activation hours 
P_School_all2=P_School_tot2(1,:)+P_School_tot2(2,:)+P_School_tot2(3,:)+P_Sc
hool_tot2(4,:)+P_School_tot2(5,:)+P_School_tot2(6,:);     %Summarizing the 
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demands for the different devices hourly giving a vector with the total 
demand each hour 
%% Public light 
n_center_PL2=8;     %Number of public lights in the center on the second 
level 
  
P_center2=zeros(1,168);             %Creating a vector with zeroes meant 
for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_center2(1,:)=P_PL*n_center_PL2;   %Filling the first row with the power 
demand of the public lights 
  
t_center_week2=zeros(1,24);       %Time vector for a normal week with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_center_week2(1,19:24)=1;        %Activation time for the public lights in 
the second level 
t_center_week2(1,1:5)=1;          %Activation time for the public lights in 
the second level 
  
t_center_week2=[t_center_week2 t_center_week2 t_center_week2 t_center_week2 
t_center_week2 t_center_week2 t_center_week2]; %Adding the different days 
in a vector for the first level that totally contains of 168 hours 
  
P_center_tot2=P_center2.*t_center_week2;  %Multiplying the hourly demand of 
the different devices with its activation hours 
P_center_all2=P_center_tot2(1,:);        %Summarizing the demands for the 
different devices hourly giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
%% Summarize of values 
Total_P_center2=P_School_all2+P_Social_all2+P_Store_all2+P_Hospital_all2+P_
center_all2+P_CHouse_all2*10;   %Summarize the total power hourly power 
demand in the center 
E_total_center2=((sum(Total_P_center2))/168)*24/1000;                                   
%The average daily energy demand in the center of the village 
E_total_house2=((sum(P_House_all2))/168)*24/1000;                                       
%The average daily energy demand in a house 
%% plot 
figure(3) 
area(Time,Total_P_center2,'LineWidth',1.5,'FaceColor',[0.756862759590149 
0.866666674613953 0.776470601558685]) 
hold on 
plot(Time,P_School_all2,Time,P_Social_all2,Time,P_Store_all2,Time,P_Hospita
l_all2,Time,P_center_all2,Time,P_CHouse_all2*10); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:24:168) 
set(gca,'XGrid','on') 
xlabel('Time (Hours)') 
ylabel('Power (Watt)') 
title({'LEVEL 2';'Plot of power demand'}) 
legend('Total power demand in center of village','School´s power 
demand','Social Club´s power demand','Store´s power demand','Hospital´s 
power demand','Public light´s power demand','House´s total power demand (10 
Households)','Location','NorthEastOutside') 
  
figure(4) 
plot(Time,P_House_all2); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:12:168) 
xlabel('Time (Hours)') 
ylabel('Power (Watt)') 
title({'LEVEL 2';'Plot of power demand in single household'}) 
  
%% Information 
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disp([' Maximum power demand in center of village is ', 
num2str(max(Total_P_center2)), ' W']) 
disp([' Maximum power demand in a single household is ', 
num2str(max(P_House_all2)), ' W']) 
disp([' Average daily energy demand in center of village is ', 
num2str(E_total_center2), ' kWh']) 
disp([' Average daily energy demand in a single household is ', 
num2str(E_total_house2), ' kWh']) 
  
%% Level 3 
%% Single house 
  
n_House_Lamp3=4;     %Number of lamps in the house on the third level 
n_House_Radio3=1;    %Number of radios in the house on the third level 
n_House_TV23=1;      %Number of TVs in the house on the third level 
n_House_Fan3=1;      %Number of fans in the house on the third level 
n_House_F_F13=1;     %Number of fridges in the house on the third level 
n_House_DVD3=1;      %Number of DVDs in the house on the third level 
n_House_Rice3=1;     %Number of Rice cookers in the house on the third 
level 
n_House_Waterpump3=1;%Number of water pumps in the house on the third level 
  
P_House3=zeros(8,168);                  %Creating a vector with zeroes 
meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_House3(1,:)=P_Lamp*n_House_Lamp3;     %Filling the first row with the 
power demand of the lamps 
P_House3(2,:)=P_Radio*n_House_Radio3;   %Filling the second row with the 
power demand of the radio 
P_House3(3,:)=P_TV2*n_House_TV23;       %Filling the third row with the 
power demand of the TV 
P_House3(4,:)=P_Fan*n_House_Fan3;       %Filling the fourth row with the 
power demand of the Fan 
P_House3(5,:)=P_F_F1*n_House_F_F13;     %Filling the fifth row with the 
power demand of the small combined fridge/freezer 
P_House3(6,:)=P_DVD*n_House_DVD3;       %Filling the sixth row with the 
power demand of the DVD 
P_House3(7,:)=P_Rice*n_House_Rice3;     %Filling the seventh row with the 
power demand of the Rice cooker 
P_House3(8,:)=P_Pump*n_House_Waterpump3;%Filling the eighth row with the 
power demand of the Water pump 
  
t_House_weekday3=zeros(8,24);       %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_House_weekday3(1,19:22)=1;        %Activation times for the lamps on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_House_weekday3(2,19:20)=1;        %Activation times for the radio on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_House_weekday3(3,20:21)=1;        %Activation times for the TV on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_House_weekday3(4,14:18)=1;        %Activation times for the fan on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_House_weekday3(5,1:24)=1;         %Activation times for the fridge on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_House_weekday3(6,20:21)=1;        %Activation times for the DVD on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_House_weekday3(7,11)=1;           %Activation times for the Rice cooker 
on weekdays in the third level 
t_House_weekday3(8,2)=1;            %Activation times for the water pump on 
weekdays in the third level 
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t_House_weekend3=zeros(8,24);       %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_House_weekend3(1,18:23)=1;        %Activation times for the lamps on 
weekends in the third level 
t_House_weekend3(2,14:18)=1;        %Activation times for the radio on 
weekends in the third level 
t_House_weekend3(3,18:21)=1;        %Activation times for the TV on 
weekends in the third level 
t_House_weekend3(4,10:14)=1;        %Activation times for the fan on 
weekends in the third level 
t_House_weekend3(5,1:24)=1;         %Activation times for the fridge on 
weekends in the third level 
t_House_weekend3(6,18:21)=1;        %Activation times for the DVD on 
weekends in the third level 
t_House_weekend3(7,11)=1;           %Activation times for the Rice cooker 
on weekends in the third level 
t_House_weekend3(8,2)=1;            %Activation times for the water pump on 
weekends in the third level 
  
  
t_House_week3=[t_House_weekday3 t_House_weekday3 t_House_weekday3 
t_House_weekday3 t_House_weekday3 t_House_weekend3 t_House_weekend3]; 
%Adding the different activation times for each day in a vector for the 
third level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_House_tot3=P_House3.*t_House_week3;        %Multiplying the hourly demand 
of the different devices with its activation hours 
P_House_all3=P_House_tot3(1,:)+P_House_tot3(2,:)+P_House_tot3(3,:)+P_House_
tot3(4,:)+P_House_tot3(5,:)+P_House_tot3(6,:)+P_House_tot3(7,:)+P_House_tot
3(8,:);       %Summarizing the demands for the different devices hourly 
giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
  
%% Center house 
  
n_CHouse_Radio3=1;    %Number of radios in the house on the third level 
n_CHouse_TV23=1;      %Number of TVs in the house on the third level 
n_CHouse_Fan3=1;      %Number of fans in the house on the third level 
n_CHouse_F_F13=1;     %Number of fridges in the house on the third level 
n_CHouse_DVD3=1;      %Number of DVDs in the house on the third level 
n_CHouse_Rice3=1;     %Number of Rice cookers in the house on the third 
level 
n_CHouse_Waterpump3=1;%Number of water pumps in the house on the third 
level 
n_CHouse_Lamp3=4;     %Number of water pumps in the house on the third 
level 
  
P_CHouse3=zeros(8,168);                   %Creating a vector with zeroes 
meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_CHouse3(1,:)=P_Lamp*n_CHouse_Lamp3;     %Filling the first row with the 
power demand of the lamps 
P_CHouse3(2,:)=P_Radio*n_CHouse_Radio3;   %Filling the second row with the 
power demand of the radio 
P_CHouse3(3,:)=P_TV2*n_CHouse_TV23;       %Filling the third row with the 
power demand of the TV 
P_CHouse3(4,:)=P_Fan*n_CHouse_Fan3;       %Filling the fourth row with the 
power demand of the Fan 
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P_CHouse3(5,:)=P_F_F1*n_CHouse_F_F13;     %Filling the fifth row with the 
power demand of the small combined fridge/freezer 
P_CHouse3(6,:)=P_DVD*n_CHouse_DVD3;       %Filling the sixth row with the 
power demand of the DVD 
P_CHouse3(7,:)=P_Rice*n_CHouse_Rice3;     %Filling the seventh row with the 
power demand of the Rice cooker 
P_CHouse3(8,:)=P_Pump_centerhouse*n_CHouse_Waterpump3;     %Filling the 
eighth row with the power demand of the Water pump 
  
t_CHouse_weekday3=zeros(8,24);       %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_CHouse_weekday3(1,19:22)=1;        %Activation times for the lamps on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekday3(2,19:20)=1;        %Activation times for the radio on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekday3(3,20:21)=1;        %Activation times for the TV on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekday3(4,14:18)=1;        %Activation times for the fan on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekday3(5,1:24)=1;         %Activation times for the fridge on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekday3(6,20:21)=1;        %Activation times for the DVD on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekday3(7,11)=1;           %Activation times for the Rice cooker 
on weekdays in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekday3(8,2)=1;            %Activation times for the water pump 
on weekdays in the third level 
  
  
t_CHouse_weekend3=zeros(8,24);       %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_CHouse_weekend3(1,18:23)=1;        %Activation times for the lamps on 
weekends in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekend3(2,14:18)=1;        %Activation times for the radio on 
weekends in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekend3(3,18:21)=1;        %Activation times for the TV on 
weekends in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekend3(4,10:14)=1;        %Activation times for the fan on 
weekends in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekend3(5,1:24)=1;         %Activation times for the fridge on 
weekends in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekend3(6,18:21)=1;        %Activation times for the DVD on 
weekends in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekend3(7,11)=1;           %Activation times for the Rice cooker 
on weekends in the third level 
t_CHouse_weekend3(8,2)=1;            %Activation times for the water pump 
on weekends in the third level 
  
  
t_CHouse_week3=[t_CHouse_weekday3 t_CHouse_weekday3 t_CHouse_weekday3 
t_CHouse_weekday3 t_CHouse_weekday3 t_CHouse_weekend3 t_CHouse_weekend3]; 
%Adding the different activation times for each day in a vector for the 
third level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_CHouse_tot3=P_CHouse3.*t_CHouse_week3;        %Multiplying the hourly 
demand of the different devices with its activation hours 
P_CHouse_all3=P_CHouse_tot3(1,:)+P_CHouse_tot3(2,:)+P_CHouse_tot3(3,:)+P_CH
ouse_tot3(4,:)+P_CHouse_tot3(5,:)+P_CHouse_tot3(6,:)+P_CHouse_tot3(7,:)+P_C
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House_tot3(8,:);       %Summarizing the demands for the different devices 
hourly giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
  
  
%% Hospital 
n_Hospital_Fluorescent3=4;      %Number of fluorescent lamps in the 
hospital on the third level 
n_Hospital_Fridge3=1;           %Number of fridges in the hospital on the 
third level 
n_Hospital_autoclave3=1;        %Number of autoclaves in the hospital on 
the third level 
n_Hospital_Freezer3=1;          %Number of freezers in the hospital on the 
third level 
n_Hospital_AC3=1;               %Number of AC in the hospital on the third 
level 
n_Hospital_Lamp3=4;             %Number of Freezers in the hospital on the 
third level 
n_Hospital_Waterpump3=4;        %Number of water pumps in the hospital on 
the third level 
  
  
P_Hospital3=zeros(7,168);                                   %Creating a 
vector with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Hospital3(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Hospital_Fluorescent3;     %Filling the 
first row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_Hospital3(2,:)=P_Fridge*n_Hospital_Fridge3;               %Filling the 
second row with the power demand of the fridge 
P_Hospital3(3,:)=P_autoclave*n_Hospital_autoclave3;         %Filling the 
third row with the power demand of the autoclave 
P_Hospital3(4,:)=P_Freezer*n_Hospital_Freezer3;             %Filling the 
fourth row with the power demand of the freezer 
P_Hospital3(5,:)=P_AC*n_Hospital_AC3;                       %Filling the 
fifth row with the power demand of the AC 
P_Hospital3(6,:)=P_Lamp*n_Hospital_Lamp3;                   %Filling the 
sixth row with the power demand of the Lamp 
P_Hospital3(7,:)=P_Pump*n_Hospital_Waterpump3;              %Filling the 
seventh row with the power demand of the water pump 
  
t_Hospital_day3=zeros(7,24);    %Time vector for a normal day with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_Hospital_day3(1,9:16)=1;      %Activation times for the fluorescent lamps 
on a day in the third level 
t_Hospital_day3(2,1:24)=1;      %Activation times for the fridge on a day 
in the third level 
t_Hospital_day3(3,13)=1;        %Activation time for the autoclave on a day 
in the third level 
t_Hospital_day3(4,1:24)=1;      %Activation time for the freezer on a day 
in the third level 
t_Hospital_day3(5,9:16)=1;      %Activation time for the AC on a day in the 
third level 
t_Hospital_day3(6,9:16)=1;      %Activation time for the Lamps on a day in 
the third level 
t_Hospital_day3(7,5:6)=1;       %Activation time for the water pump on a 
day in the third level 
  
  
t_Hospital_week3=[t_Hospital_day3 t_Hospital_day3 t_Hospital_day3 
t_Hospital_day3 t_Hospital_day3 t_Hospital_day3 t_Hospital_day3]; %Adding 
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the different activation times for each day in a vector for the third level 
that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_Hospital_tot3=P_Hospital3.*t_Hospital_week3;              %Multiplying 
the hourly demand of the different devices with its activation hours 
P_Hospital_all3=P_Hospital_tot3(1,:)+P_Hospital_tot3(2,:)+P_Hospital_tot3(3
,:)+P_Hospital_tot3(4,:)+P_Hospital_tot3(5,:)+P_Hospital_tot3(6,:)+P_Hospit
al_tot3(7,:);    %Summarizing the demands for the different devices hourly 
giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
  
  
%% Store 
n_Store_Fluorescent3=4;     %Number of fluorescent lamps in the store on 
the third level 
n_Store_Fridge3=1;          %Number of fridges in the store on the third 
level 
n_Store_Freezer3=1;         %Number of freezers in the store on the third 
level 
n_Store_AC3=1;              %Number of ACs in the store on the third level 
  
P_Store3=zeros(4,168);                              %Creating a vector with 
zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Store3(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Store_Fluorescent3;   %Filling the first row 
with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_Store3(2,:)=P_Fridge*n_Store_Fridge3;             %Filling the second row 
with the power demand of the fridge 
P_Store3(3,:)=P_Freezer*n_Store_Freezer3;           %Filling the third row 
with the power demand of the freezer 
P_Store3(4,:)=P_AC*n_Store_AC3;                     %Filling the fourth row 
with the power demand of the AC 
  
t_Store_weekday3=zeros(4,24);   %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_Store_weekday3(1,9:19)=1;     %Activation times for the fluorescent lamps 
on weekdays in the third level 
t_Store_weekday3(2,1:24)=1;     %Activation times for the fridges on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_Store_weekday3(3,1:24)=1;     %Activation times for the freezers on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_Store_weekday3(4,9:18)=1;     %Activation times for the AC on weekdays in 
the third level 
  
t_Store_weekend3=zeros(4,24);   %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
  
t_Store_week3=[t_Store_weekday3 t_Store_weekday3 t_Store_weekday3 
t_Store_weekday3 t_Store_weekday3 t_Store_weekend3 t_Store_weekend3]; 
%Adding the different activation times for each day in a vector for the 
third level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_Store_tot3=P_Store3.*t_Store_week3;               %Multiplying the hourly 
demand of the different devices with its activation hours    
P_Store_all3=P_Store_tot3(1,:)+P_Store_tot3(2,:)+P_Store_tot3(3,:)+P_Store_
tot3(4,:);      %Summarizing the demands for the different devices hourly 
giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
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%% Social club 
n_Social_Fluorescent3=4;    %Number of fluorescent lamps in the social club 
on the third level 
n_Social_Projector3=1;      %Number of TVs in the social club on the third 
level 
n_Social_DVD3=1;            %Number of DVDs in the social club on the third 
level 
n_Social_AC3=1;             %Number of ACs in the social club on the third 
level 
  
P_Social3=zeros(4,168);                                 %Creating a vector 
with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_Social3(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_Social_Fluorescent3;     %Filling the first 
row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_Social3(2,:)=P_Projector*n_Social_Projector3;         %Filling the second 
row with the power demand of the TV 
P_Social3(3,:)=P_DVD*n_Social_DVD3;                     %Filling the third 
row with the power demand of the DVD 
P_Social3(4,:)=P_AC*n_Social_AC3;                       %Filling the fourth 
row with the power demand of the AC 
  
t_Social_weekday3=zeros(4,24);      %Time vector for a normal weekday with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_Social_weekday3(1,12:23)=1;       %Activation time for the fluorescent 
lamps in the third level 
t_Social_weekday3(2,18:21)=1;       %Activation time for the TV in the 
third level 
t_Social_weekday3(3,18:21)=1;       %Activation time for the DVD in the 
third level 
t_Social_weekday3(4,12:18)=1;       %Activation time for the AC in the 
third level 
  
t_Social_weekend3=zeros(4,24);      %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_Social_weekend3(1,12:23)=1;       %Activation time for the fluorescent 
lamps on weekends in the third level 
t_Social_weekend3(2,18:23)=1;       %Activation time for the TV on weekends 
in the third level 
t_Social_weekend3(3,18:23)=1;       %Activation time for the DVD on 
weekends in the third level 
t_Social_weekend3(4,12:18)=1;       %Activation time for the AC on weekends 
in the third level 
  
t_Social_week3=[t_Social_weekday3 t_Social_weekday3 t_Social_weekday3 
t_Social_weekday3 t_Social_weekday3 t_Social_weekend3 t_Social_weekend3]; 
%Adding the different days in a vector for the third level that totally 
contains of 168 hours 
  
P_Social_tot3=P_Social3.*t_Social_week3;                                                
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activation 
hours 
P_Social_all3=P_Social_tot3(1,:)+P_Social_tot3(2,:)+P_Social_tot3(3,:)+P_So
cial_tot3(4,:);    %Summarizing the demands for the different devices 
hourly giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
  
%% School 
n_School_Fluorescent3=6;         %Number of fluorescent lamps in the school 
on the third level 
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n_School_Projector3=1;           %Number of TVs in the school on the third 
level 
n_School_DVD3=1;                 %Number of DVDs in the school on the third 
level 
n_School_Lamp3=4;                %Number of fans in the school on the third 
level 
n_School_AC3=1;                  %Number of ACs in the school on the third 
level 
n_School_Waterpump3=1;           %Number of water pumps in the school on 
the third level 
  
P_School3=zeros(6,168);                                 %Creating a vector 
with zeroes meant for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_School3(1,:)=P_Fluorescent*n_School_Fluorescent3;     %Filling the first 
row with the power demand of the fluorescent lamps 
P_School3(2,:)=P_Projector*n_School_Projector3;         %Filling the second 
row with the power demand of the TV 
P_School3(3,:)=P_DVD*n_School_DVD3;                     %Filling the third 
row with the power demand of the DVD 
P_School3(4,:)=P_Lamp*n_School_Lamp3;                   %Filling the fourth 
row with the power demand of the fans 
P_School3(5,:)=P_AC*n_School_AC3;                       %Filling the fifth 
row with the power demand of the AC 
P_School3(6,:)=P_Pump*n_School_Waterpump3;              %Filling the fifth 
row with the power demand of the water pump 
  
t_School_weekday3=zeros(6,24);          %Time vector for a normal weekday 
with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day 
as columns 
t_School_weekday3(1,9:14)=1;            %Activation time for the 
fluorescent lamps on weekdays in the third level 
t_School_weekday3(2,10:11)=1;           %One of the activation times for 
the TV in the third level 
t_School_weekday3(2,13:14)=1;           %The other activation time for the 
TV in the third level 
t_School_weekday3(3,10:11)=1;           %One of the activation times for 
the DVD in the third level 
t_School_weekday3(3,13:14)=1;           %The other activation time for the 
DVD in the third level 
t_School_weekday3(4,9:14)=1;            %Activation time for the fans on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_School_weekday3(5,9:14)=1;            %Activation time for the AC on 
weekdays in the third level 
t_School_weekday3(6,2)=1;               %Activation time for the water pump 
on weekdays in the third level 
  
t_School_weekend3=zeros(6,24);       %Time vector for a normal day in the 
weekend with activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in 
a day as columns 
t_School_week3=[t_School_weekday3 t_School_weekday3 t_School_weekday3 
t_School_weekday3 t_School_weekday3 t_School_weekend3 t_School_weekend3]; 
%Adding the different activision times for each day in a vector for the 
third level that totally will contain of 168 hours 
  
P_School_tot3=P_School3.*t_School_week3;                                                
%Multiplying the hourly demand of the different devices with its activation 
hours 
P_School_all3=P_School_tot3(1,:)+P_School_tot3(2,:)+P_School_tot3(3,:)+P_Sc
hool_tot3(4,:)+P_School_tot3(5,:)+P_School_tot3(6,:);     %Summarizing the 
demands for the different devices hourly giving a vector with the total 
demand each hour 
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%% Public light 
n_center_PL3=16;     %Number of public lights in the center on the second 
level 
  
P_center3=zeros(1,168);             %Creating a vector with zeroes meant 
for the devices in rows and hours in columns 
P_center3(1,:)=P_PL*n_center_PL2;   %Filling the first row with the power 
demand of the public lights 
  
t_center_week3=zeros(1,24);       %Time vector for a normal week with 
activation time for the different devices as rows and hours in a day as 
columns 
t_center_week3(1,19:24)=1;        %Activation time for the public lights in 
the second level 
t_center_week3(1,1:5)=1;          %Activation time for the public lights in 
the second level 
  
t_center_week3=[t_center_week3 t_center_week3 t_center_week3 t_center_week3 
t_center_week3 t_center_week3 t_center_week3]; %Adding the different days 
in a vector for the first level that totally contains of 168 hours 
  
P_center_tot3=P_center3.*t_center_week3;  %Multiplying the hourly demand of 
the different devices with its activation hours 
P_center_all3=P_center_tot3(1,:);         %Summarizing the demands for the 
different devices hourly giving a vector with the total demand each hour 
%% Summarize of values 
Total_P_center3=P_School_all3+P_Social_all3+P_Store_all3+P_Hospital_all3+P_
center_all3+P_CHouse_all3*10;   %Summarize the total power hourly power 
demand in the center 
E_total_center3=((sum(Total_P_center3))/168)*24/1000;                                   
%The average daily energy demand in the center of the village 
E_total_house3=((sum(P_House_all3))/168)*24/1000;                                       
%The average daily energy demand in a house 
%% plot 
figure(5) 
area(Time,Total_P_center3,'LineWidth',1.5,'FaceColor',[0.756862759590149 
0.866666674613953 0.776470601558685]) 
hold on 
plot(Time,P_School_all3,Time,P_Social_all3,Time,P_Store_all3,Time,P_Hospita
l_all3,Time,P_center_all3,Time,P_CHouse_all3*10); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:24:168) 
set(gca,'XGrid','on') 
xlabel('Time (Hours)') 
ylabel('Power (Watt)') 
title({'LEVEL 3';'Plot of power demand'}) 
legend('Total power demand in center of village','School´s power 
demand','Social Club´s power demand','Store´s power demand','Hospital´s 
power demand','Public light´s total power demand','House´s total power 
demand (10 Households)','Location','NorthEastOutside') 
  
figure(6) 
plot(Time,P_House_all3); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:12:168) 
xlabel('Time (Hours)') 
ylabel('Power (Watt)') 
title({'LEVEL 3';'Plot of power demand in single household'}) 
  
%% Information 
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disp([' Maximum power demand in center of village is ', 
num2str(max(Total_P_center3)), ' W']) 
disp([' Maximum power demand in a single household is ', 
num2str(max(P_House_all3)), ' W']) 
disp([' Average daily energy demand in center of village is ', 
num2str(E_total_center3), ' kWh']) 
disp([' Average daily energy demand in a single household is ', 
num2str(E_total_house3), ' kWh']) 
  
%% Plots of total 
figure(7) 
plot(Time,P_House_all1,Time,P_House_all2,Time,P_House_all3); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:12:168) 
xlabel('Time (Hours)') 
ylabel('Power (Watt)') 
title({'ALL LEVELS';'Plot of power demand in a single household comparing 
the different levels'}) 
  
figure(8) 
plot(Time,Total_P_center1,Time,Total_P_center2,Time,Total_P_center3); 
set(gca,'XTick',0:12:168) 
xlabel('Time (Hours)') 
ylabel('Power (Watt)') 
title({'ALL LEVELS';'Plot of power demand in the center comparing the 
different levels'}) 
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9.3 Matlab	code	for	calculation	of	the	solar	cell	modules	
close all; clear all; clc 
  
I_min=4.57;             %Minimum insolation in kWh 
U_battery=12;           %Battery voltage 
Eta_solarcell=0.12;     %Efficiency of the solar cell 
Eta_battery=0.8;        %Efficiency of the solar cell 
Eta_CR=0.95;            %Efficiency of the solar cell 
Eta_invertor=0.92;      %Efficiency of the solar cell 
Eta_cable=0.99;         %Efficiency of the solar cell 
A_module=0.6312;        %Area of the chosen solar cell module 
E_day_total=2.7167;     %Total energy need per day in kWh 
n_day=3;                %Number of days the battery will be designed for 
B_battery=190;          % Storage capacity in Ah for the chosen battery 
  
B_day_produced=I_min*Eta_solarcell*1000/U_battery;                           
%Ah produced per day and square meter of solar cells 
B_day_consumed=E_day_total*1000/U_battery;                                   
%Total number of ampere hours consumed per day 
B_day_required=B_day_consumed/(Eta_battery*Eta_CR*Eta_invertor*Eta_cable);   
%Total ampere hours needed including system losses 
A_required=B_day_required/B_day_produced;                                    
%The required solar cell area 
n_modules=ceil(A_required/A_module);                                         
%The number of solar cell modules that will be needed 
  
B_total=B_day_consumed*n_day;            %Total back-up storage needed in 
Ah 
n_battery=ceil(B_total/B_battery);       %Number of batteries needed to 
supply the needed storage capacity 
  
disp([' Maximum daily energy output per m^2 is ', num2str(B_day_produced), 
' Ah']) 
disp([' The daily required energy conversion is ', num2str(B_day_required), 
' Ah']) 
disp([' The area needed is ', num2str(A_required), ' m^2, and for that 
',num2str(n_modules), ' solar cell modules will be used']) 
disp([' The total needed battery storage is ', num2str(B_total), ' Ah, and 
for that ',num2str(n_battery), ' batteries will be used']) 
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9.4 Matlab	code	for	calculation	of	the	hydropower	plant	
clc; close all; clear all 
  
H_t_HD=8;            %Total head available in meters 
H_L_HD=H_t_HD/3;     %Total head losses in the system 
rho_H2O=1000;        %kg/m3 
Q_river=0.04;        %m3/s 
g=9.81;              %m/s2 
eta_turbine=0.8;     %Turbine efficancy 
t_day=3600*24;       %Time in seconds of a day 
  
  
H_D_HP=H_t_HD-H_L_HD;                        %Calculation of the total 
design head available 
P_HP=rho_H2O*Q_river*g*H_D_HP*eta_turbine;   %Calulating the maximal output 
of the hydropower plant 
  
E_day_Hydro=P_HP*t_day/(3.6*10^6);      %Total energy conversion possible 
per day 
  
disp([' Maximum output from the power plant is ', num2str(P_HP), ' W']) 
disp([' Maximum daily energy output from the power plant ', 
num2str(max(E_day_Hydro)), ' kWh']) 
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9.5 Matlab	code	for	calculation	of	the	solar	water	heaters	
clc; close all; clear all 
A_collector=2;           %Area of the chosen collector 
Cp=4200;                 %J/kg/K 
I_min_wm2=4.57*(1000/24);%Average daily insolation W/m2 
I_min=4.57;              %Average daily insolation kWh/m2/day 
K1=3.622;                %First order loss coefficient 
K2=0.013;                %Second order loss coefficient 
T_a=298.4;               %Ambient temperature in Kelvin 
T_consumed=333;          %water consumption temperature in Kelvin 
T_in=293;                %Water inlet temperature in Kelvin 
V_hospital=0.045;        %Daily water consumption in the hospital 
V_house=0.105;           %Daily water consumption in a single household 
V_school=0.165;          %Daily water consumption in the school 
eta_manufactor=0.751;    %Maximal efficiency specified by the manufacture 
rho_H2O=1000;            %Water density 
  
E_school_need=V_school*rho_H2O*Cp*(T_consumed-T_in)/(3.6*10^6);        
%Total energy needed per day to heat the water for the school  
E_house_need=V_house*rho_H2O*Cp*(T_consumed-T_in)/(3.6*10^6);          
%Total energy needed per day to heat the water for the house 
E_hospital_need=V_hospital*rho_H2O*Cp*(T_consumed-T_in)/(3.6*10^6);    
%Total energy needed per day to heat the water for the hospital 
  
T_biss=(T_a-T_in)/I_min_wm2;                                 %Calculation 
of the heatloss parameter 
eta_total=eta_manufactor-K1*T_biss-K2*I_min_wm2*(T_biss^2);  %Overall 
efficency for the solar water heater 
  
E_collector=I_min*eta_total; %Energy conversion per square meter of 
collectors and day 
  
A_needed_school=E_school_need/E_collector;           %Collector area needed 
in the school 
A_needed_house=E_house_need/E_collector;             %Collector area needed 
in one house 
A_needed_hospital=E_hospital_need/E_collector;       %Collector area needed 
in the hospital 
  
n_collector_school=A_needed_school/A_collector;      %Number of collectors 
in the school 
n_collector_house=A_needed_house/A_collector;        %Number of collectors 
in a house 
n_collector_hospital=A_needed_hospital/A_collector;  %Number of collectors 
in the hospital 
  
disp([' The efficency of the collector is ', num2str(eta_total)]) 
disp([' The daily energy needed for the school is ', 
num2str(E_school_need), ' kWh. To cover this a area of 
',num2str(A_needed_school), ' m^2 will be needed and 
',num2str(ceil(n_collector_school)),' collectors will be used']) 
disp([' The daily energy needed for one household is ', 
num2str(E_house_need), ' kWh. To cover this a area of 
',num2str(A_needed_house), ' m^2 will be needed and 
',num2str(ceil(n_collector_house)),' collectors will be used']) 
disp([' The daily energy needed for the hospital is ', 
num2str(E_hospital_need), ' kWh. To cover this a area of 
',num2str(A_needed_hospital), ' m^2 will be needed and 
',num2str(ceil(n_collector_hospital)),' collectors will be used']) 


